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CHARTER SCHOOL PERFORMANCE CERTIFICATE 
 

This performance certificate is executed on this 14th day of June 2018, by and between the Idaho 
Public Charter School Commission (the “Authorizer”), and INSPIRE Academics Inc., commonly 
referred to as INSPIRE Connections Academy, (the “School”), an independent public school 
organized as an Idaho nonprofit corporation and established under the Public Charter Schools Law, 
Idaho Code Section 33-5201 et seq, as amended (the “Charter Schools Law.”) 

 
RECITALS 

 
WHEREAS, on April 14, 2005, the Authorizer approved a charter petition for the 

establishment of the School; and 
 

WHEREAS, the School began operations in the year 2006; and 
 

WHEREAS, the School’s charter was renewed on March 1, 2018, for a five-year term of 
operations, 

 
NOW THEREFORE in consideration of the foregoing recitals and mutual understandings, 

the Authorizer and the School agree as follows: 
 

SECTION 1: AUTHORIZATION OF CHARTER SCHOOL 
 

A. Continued Operation of School. Pursuant to the Charter Schools Law, the Authorizer 
hereby approves the continued operation of the School on the terms and conditions 
set forth in this Charter School Performance Certificate (the “Certificate”). The 
approved Charter is attached to this Certificate as Appendix C. 

B. Term of Agreement. This Certificate is effective as of July 1, 2018, and shall continue 
through June 30, 2023, unless earlier terminated as provided herein. 

 
SECTION 2: SCHOOL GOVERNANCE 

 
A. Governing Board. The School shall be governed by a board (the “Charter Board”) in a 

manner that is consistent with the terms of this Certificate so long as such provisions are in 
accordance with state, federal, and local law. The Charter Board shall have final authority 
and responsibility for the academic, financial, and organizational performance of the 
School. The Charter Board shall also have authority for and be responsible for policy and 
operational decisions of the School, although nothing herein shall prevent the Charter 
Board from delegating decision-making authority for policy and operational decisions 
to officers, employees and agents of the School, as well as third party management 
providers. 
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B. Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws. The articles of incorporation and bylaws of the 
entity holding the charter shall provide for governance of the operation of the School as a 
nonprofit corporation and public charter school and shall at all times be consistent with all 
applicable law and this Certificate. The School shall notify the Authorizer of any 
modification to the Articles or Bylaws within five (5) business days of approval by the 
Charter Board. 

C. Charter Board Composition. The composition of the Charter Board shall at all times 
be determined by and consistent with the Articles and Bylaws and all applicable law and 
policy. The Charter Board shall notify the Authorizer of any changes to its composition 
and provide an amended School Leadership Roster within five (5) business days of their 
taking effect. 

 
SECTION 3: EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM 

 
A. School Mission. The mission of the School is as follows: To help each student maximize 

his or her potential and meet the highest performance standards. Connections Academy is 
a high-quality, high-tech, high-touch “school without walls” that brings out the best in 
every student. 

B. Grades Served. The School may serve students in grades K-12. 
C. Design Elements. The School shall implement and maintain the following essential design 

elements of its educational program: 
• Implementation of Personalized Learning Plans (PLPs) designed collaboratively 

by teachers, parents and students to support each student’s personal and/or 
academic growth 

• Ensuring appropriate one-on-one student/teacher/guardian or learning coach 
interaction 

o For elementary (K-5) students, the minimum interaction frequency will be 
bi-monthly 

o For secondary (6-12) students, the minimum will be eight (8) times per 
school year 

o Weekly live lessons will be consistently available to all students 
• Fostering collaborative staff teamwork through a Professional Learning 

Community (PLC) model 
• Providing enhanced learning through online technology 

D. Standardized Testing. Students of the School shall be tested with the same standardized 
tests as other Idaho public school students. 

E. Accreditation. The School shall be accredited as provided by rule of the state board of 
education. 

 
SECTION 4: AUTHORIZER ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
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A. Oversight Allowing Autonomy. The Authorizer shall comply with the provisions of 
Charter School Law and the terms of this Certificate in a manner that does not unduly 
inhibit the autonomy of the School. The Authorizer’s Role will be to evaluate the School’s 
outcomes according to this Certificate and the Performance Framework rather than to 
establish the process by which the School achieves the outcomes sought.

B. Charter School Performance Framework. The Charter School Performance 
Framework (“Performance Framework”) is attached and incorporated into this agreement 
as Appendix B. The Performance Framework shall be used to evaluate the School’s 
academic, financial and operational performance, and shall supersede and replace any and 
all assessment measures, educational goals and objectives, financial operations metrics, 
and operational performance metrics set forth in the Charter and not explicitly incorporated 
into the Performance Framework. The specific terms, form and requirements of the 
Performance Framework, including any required indicators, measures, metrics, and targets, 
are determined by the Authorizer and will be binding on the School.

C. Separate Academic Evaluations. The academic performance outcomes of the K-12 
general education program and the 6-12 alternative program shall each be evaluated 
separately with regard to the academic section of the Performance Framework. 
Additionally, students who are enrolled in either program through a residential treatment 
center and whose enrollment is intended to be temporary and whose participation is 
expected to be limited will be excluded from the assessment outcomes. These students must 
be indicated as such in the School’s ISEE (or SAS) reporting.

D. Identified Comparison Group. For purposes of evaluating the School against the metrics 
and measures established in the Performance Framework, the School’s comparison group 
shall be identified as described below and shall be established for the length of the 
Certificate term.

i. The Inspire Connections Academy regular education K-12 
program’scomparison group shall be all virtual schools in Idaho.

ii. The Empower Connections Academy alternative education 6-12 program’s 
comparison group shall include all alternative schools in the state of Idaho.

E. Authorizer to Monitor School Performance. The Authorizer shall monitor and report 
on the School’s progress in relation to the indicators, measures, metrics and targets set out 
in the Performance Framework. The School shall be subject to a formal review of its 
academic, mission-specific, operational, and financial performance at least annually.

F. School Performance. The School shall achieve an accountability designation of Good 
Standing or Honor on each of the three sections of the Performance Framework. In the 
event the School is a party to a third party management contract which includes a deficit 
protection clause, the School shall be exempt from some or all measures within the 
financial portion of the Performance Framework. In accordance with Charter School Law, 
the Authorizer shall renew any charter in which the public charter school met all of the 
terms of its performance certificate at the time of renewal.

G. Performance Framework As Basis For Renewal of Charter. The School’s performance
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in relation to the indicators, measures, metrics and targets set forth in the Academic and 
Mission-Specific, Operational and Financial sections of the Performance Framework shall 
provide the basis upon which the Authorizer will decide whether to renew the School’s 
Charter at the end of the Certificate term. As part of the Performance Framework, the 
Authorizer agrees to consider mission-specific, rigorous, valid, and reliable indicators of 
the School’s performance. These negotiated indicators will be included in the Mission-
Specific portion of the Academic and Mission Specific section of the Performance 
Framework. 

H. Authorizer’s Right to Review. The School will be subject to review of its academics, 
operations and finances by the Authorizer, including related policies, documents and 
records, when the Authorizer deems such review necessary. The Authorizer shall conduct 
its reviews in a manner that does not unduly inhibit the autonomy granted to the School. 

I. Site Visits. In addition to the above procedures, the Charter School shall grant reasonable 
access to, and cooperate with, the Authorizer, its officers, employees and other agents, 
including allowing site visits by the Authorizer, its officers, employees, or other agents, 
for the purpose of allowing the Authorizer to fully evaluate the operations and performance 
of the School. The Authorizer may conduct a site visit at any time if the Authorizer has 
reasonable concern regarding the operations and performance of the School. The 
Authorizer will provide the School reasonable notice prior to its annual site visit to the 
School. The School shall have an opportunity to provide a written response to the site visit 
report no later than fourteen (14) days prior to the meeting at which the report is to be 
considered by the Authorizer. If no written response is provided, the School shall have the 
opportunity to respond orally to the site visit report at the meeting. 

J. Required Reports. The School shall prepare and submit reports regarding its governance, 
operations, and/or finances according to the established policies of and upon the request 
of the Authorizer. However, to the extent possible, the Authorizer shall not request reports 
from the School that are otherwise available through student information systems or other 
data sources reasonably available to the Authorizer. 

 
SECTION 5: SCHOOL OPERATIONS 

 
A. In General. The School and the Charter Board shall operate at all times in accordance 

with all federal and state laws, local ordinances, regulations and Authorizer policies 
applicable to charter schools. 

B. Maximum Enrollment. The maximum number of students who may be enrolled in the 
school shall be unlimited. The maximum number of students who may be enrolled per 
class/grade level shall be unlimited. 

C. Enrollment Policy. The School shall make student recruitment, admissions, enrollment 
and retention decisions in a nondiscriminatory manner and without regard to race, color, 
creed, national origin, sex, marital status, religion, ancestry, disability or need for special 
education services. In no event may the School limit admission based on race, ethnicity, 
national origin, disability, gender, income level, athletic ability, or proficiency in the 
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English language. If there are more applications to enroll in the charter school than there 
are spaces available, the charter school shall select students to attend using a random 
selection process that shall be publicly noticed and open to the public. 

D. School Facilities. 600 N. Steelhead Way, Suite 164, Boise, ID 83704. The School shall 
provide reasonable notification to the Authorizer of any change in the location of its 
facilities. 

E. Attendance Area. The School’s primary attendance area is as follows: State of Idaho. 
F. Staff. Instructional staff shall be certified teachers as provided by rule of the state board 

of education. All full-time staff members of the School will be covered by the public 
employee retirement system, federal social security, unemployment insurance, worker’s 
compensation insurance, and health insurance. 

G. Alignment with All Applicable Law. The School shall comply with all applicable federal 
and state laws, rules, and regulations. In the event any such laws, rules, or regulations are 
amended, the School shall be bound by any such amendment upon the effective date of 
said amendment. 

 
SECTION 6: SCHOOL FINANCE 

 
A. General. The School shall comply with all applicable financial and budget statutes, rules, 

regulations, and financial reporting requirements, as well as the requirements contained in 
the Performance Framework incorporated into this agreement as Appendix B. 

B. Financial Controls. At all times, the Charter School shall maintain appropriate 
governance and managerial procedures and financial controls which procedures and 
controls shall include, but not be limited to: (1) commonly accepted accounting practices 
and the capacity to implement them (2) a checking account; (3) adequate payroll 
procedures; (4) procedures for the creation and review of monthly and quarterly financial 
reports, which procedures shall specifically identify the individual who will be responsible 
for preparing such financial reports in the following fiscal year; (5) internal control 
procedures for cash receipts, cash disbursements and purchases; and (6) maintenance of 
asset registers and financial procedures for grants in accordance with applicable state and 
federal law. 

C. Financial Audit. The School shall submit audited financial statements from an 
independent auditor to the Authorizer no later than November 1 of each year. 

D. Annual Budgets. The School shall adopt a budget for each fiscal year, prior to the 
beginning of the fiscal year. The budget shall be in the Idaho Financial Accounting 
Reporting Management Systems (IFARMS) format and any other format as may be 
reasonably requested by the Authorizer. 

 
SECTION 7: TERMINATION, NON-RENEWAL AND REVOCATION 

 
A. Termination by the School. Should the School choose to terminate its Charter before 

the expiration of the Certificate, it may do so upon written notice to the Authorizer. Any 
school terminating its charter shall work with the Authorizer to ensure a smooth and orderly 
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closure and transition for students and parents, as guided by the public charter school 
closure protocol established by the Authorizer attached as Appendix D. 

B. Nonrenewal. The Authorizer may non-renew the Charter at the expiration of the 
Certificate if the School failed to meet one (1) or more of the terms of its Certificate. Any 
school which is not renewed shall work with the Authorizer to ensure a smooth and orderly 
closure and transition for students and parents, as guided by the public charter school 
closure protocol established by the Authorizer attached as Appendix D. 

C. Revocation. The School’s Charter may be revoked by the Authorizer if the School has 
failed to meet any of the specific, written renewal conditions attached, if applicable, as 
Appendix A for necessary improvements established pursuant to Idaho Code§ 33- 
5209B(1) by the dates specified. Revocation may not occur until the public charter school 
has been afforded a public hearing, unless the Authorizer determines that continued 
operation of the public charter school presents an imminent public safety issue. If the 
School’s Charter is revoked, the School shall work with the Authorizer ensure a smooth 
and orderly closure and transition for students and parents, as guided by the public charter 
school closure protocol established by the Authorizer attached as Appendix D. 

D. Dissolution. Upon termination of the Charter for any reason by the Charter Board, or upon 
nonrenewal or revocation, the Charter Board will supervise and have authority to conduct 
the winding up of the business and other affairs of the School; provided, however, that in 
doing so the Authorizer will not be responsible for and will not assume any liability 
incurred by the School. The Charter Board and School personnel shall cooperate fully with 
the winding up of the affairs of the School. 

E. Disposition of School’s Assets upon Termination or Dissolution. Upon termination of 
the Charter for any reason, any assets owned by the School shall be distributed in 
accordance with Charter Schools Law. 

 
SECTION 8: MISCELLANEOUS 

 
A. No Employee or Agency Relationship. None of the provisions of this Certificate will be 

construed to create a relationship of agency, representation, joint venture, ownership, or 
employment between the Authorizer and the School. 

B. Additional Services. Except as may be expressly provided in this Certificate, as set forth 
in any subsequent written agreement between the School and the Authorizer, or as may be 
required by law, neither the School nor the Authorizer shall be entitled to the use of or 
access to the services, supplies, or facilities of the other. 

C. No Third-Party Beneficiary. This Certificate shall not create any rights in any third 
parties, nor shall any third party be entitled to enforce any rights or obligations that may 
be possessed by either party to this Certificate. 

D. Amendment. This Certificate may be amended by agreement between the School and the 
Authorizer in accordance with Authorizer policy. All amendments must be in writing and 
signed by the School and the Authorizer. 



 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Authorizer and the School have executed this Performance 
Certificate to be effective July 1, 2018. 

 
 

 

 
Chairperson, Idaho Public Charter School Commission 

 

Chairperson, INSPIRE Academics, Inc. Board 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

71Page 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Authorizer and INSPIRE Connections Academy (INSPIRE) have 

executed this Amendment to their Performance Certificate to add an alternative program to their 

educational model. The Amendment to INSPIRE's Performance Certificate is effective as of May 10, 

2019. 

 
 

Alan Reed 
Chairman, Idaho Public Charter School Commission 
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Appendix A: Conditions of Authorization / Renewal 



 

1. Regarding academic growth in K-8 math: 
 

By June 30, 2021, at least fifty-five percent (55%) of INSPIRE’s continuously enrolled 
students in grades K-8 will make adequate academic growth to achieve math proficiency on 
the ISAT within 3 years or by 10th grade, whichever comes first. 

 
This condition is based upon a rate of increase sufficient to promote the school’s ability to 
achieve a “meets standard” rating for the specified subset of students on Academic Measure 
3a (Criterion-Referenced Growth in Math) in the performance framework adopted by the 
PCSC in May 2017, by the end of the next performance certificate term (June 30, 2023). 

The outcome shall be calculated using Academic Measure 3a (Criterion-Referenced Growth 
in Math). References to the ISAT shall apply to any other statewide assessment selected to 
replace the ISAT by SBAC in the event of state-level requirement changes. 

“Continuously enrolled” is defined pursuant to IDAPA 08.02.03.112.04.a(i); that is, “a student 
who is enrolled continuously in the same public school from the end of the first eight (8) weeks 
or fifty-six (56) calendar days of the school year through the state approved spring testing 
administration period, not including the make-up portion of the test window, will be included 
in the calculation… A student is continuously enrolled if he/she has not transferred or dropped 
out of the public school. Students who are serving suspensions are still considered to be 
enrolled students.” 

2. Regarding graduation rate: 
 

INSPIRE will maintain a five (5) year cohort graduation rate comparable to or higher than that 
of the median 2014 five (5) year cohort graduation rate for Idaho alternative schools, which is 
48%. Although INSPIRE is not an alternative school, the PCSC recognizes that its student 
population faces similar challenges. 

Regardless of whether or not INSPIRE agrees to fulfill the specific condition above, INSPIRE 
remains responsible for meeting the terms and conditions contained in its signed Performance 
Certificate effective July 1, 2018, through June 30, 2023, which will incorporate the performance 
framework adopted by the PCSC in May 2017. 



 

Appendix B: Performance Framework 
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ACADEMIC MEASURES 
 

All School Measures 
1. Math Proficiency 

2. ELA Proficiency 

3. Math Growth 

4. ELA Growth 

5. Literacy Proficiency 

6. College and Career Readiness 
 
Comparison Group:  The comparison group for Inspire’s regular education program 
across grades K-12 is all virtual schools in Idaho.  
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1. MATH PROFICIENCY 
Proficiency Rate: The IPCSC will use the proficiency rates as determined by the Idaho 
Accountability Framework and reported via the Idaho Report Card. 

 
Math and ELA Proficiency Rubric 

 
Exceeds Standard 

The school’s proficiency rate is greater than one standard deviation 
above the mean of the identified comparison group, OR The school’s 
proficiency average is in 90th percentile of all Idaho schools. 

 
Meets Standard 

The school’s proficiency rate is equal to the mean or falls 
between the mean and one standard deviation above the mean 
of the identified comparison group. 

Approaches 
Standard 

The school’s proficiency rate falls between the mean and one 
standard deviation below the mean of the identified comparison 
group. 

 
Does Not Meet 
Standard 

The school’s proficiency rate is more than one standard deviation 
below the mean of the identified comparison group, OR the school has 
been identified for comprehensive or targeted support for three 
consecutive years as per the Idaho Consolidated Plan. 

 
2. ELA PROFICIENCY 
Proficiency Rate: The IPCSC will use the proficiency rates as determined by the Idaho 
Accountability Framework and reported via the Idaho Report Card. 

 
Math and ELA Proficiency Rubric 

 
Exceeds Standard 

The school’s proficiency rate is greater than one standard deviation 
above the mean of the identified comparison group, OR The school’s 
proficiency average is in 90th percentile of all Idaho schools. 

 
Meets Standard 

The school’s proficiency rate is equal to the mean OR Falls 
between the mean and one standard deviation above the mean 
of the identified comparison group. 

Approaches 
Standard 

The school’s proficiency rate falls between the mean and one 
standard deviation below the mean of the identified comparison 
group. 
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Does Not Meet 
Standard 

The school’s proficiency rate is more than one standard deviation 
below the mean of the identified comparison group, OR the school has 
been identified for comprehensive or targeted support for three 
consecutive years as per the Idaho Consolidated Plan. 
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3. MATH GROWTH 
Growth Rate: The IPCSC will use the proficiency rates as determined by the Idaho 
Accountability Framework and reported via the Idaho Report Card. 

 
Growth Rubric Math 

 
 

Exceeds Standard 

The percentage of students in grades 3-8 who did not achieve 
proficiency on the current year’s assessment but who did make 
adequate growth toward proficiency is greater than one standard 
deviation above the mean of the identified comparison group, OR  
The school’s growth rate is in the 90th percentile of all Idaho public 
schools. 

 
 

Meets Standard 

The percentage of students in grades 3-8 who did not achieve 
proficiency on the current year’s assessment but who did make 
adequate growth toward proficiency is equal to the mean or 
falls between the mean and one standard deviation above the 
mean of the identified comparison group, OR The growth rate 
increased by at least 10% over the previous year. 

 
Approaches 
Standard 

The percentage of students in grades 3-8 who did not achieve 
proficiency on the current year’s assessment but who did make 
adequate growth toward proficiency falls between the mean and one 
standard deviation below the mean of the identified comparison group. 

 
Does Not Meet 
Standard 

The percentage of students in grades 3-8 who did not achieve 
proficiency on the current year’s assessment made adequate growth 
toward proficiency is more than one standard deviation below the mean 
of the identified comparison group. 
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4. ELA GROWTH 
Growth Rate: The IPCSC will use the proficiency rates as determined by the Idaho 
Accountability Framework and reported via the Idaho Report Card. 

 
Growth Rubric ELA 

 
 

Exceeds Standard 

The percentage of students in grades 3-8 who did not achieve 
proficiency on the current year’s assessment but who did make 
adequate growth toward proficiency is greater than one standard 
deviation above the mean of the identified comparison group, OR 
The school’s growth rate is in the 90th percentile of all Idaho public 
schools. 

 
 

Meets Standard 

The percentage of students in grades 3-8 who did not 
achieve proficiency on the current year’s assessment but 
who did make adequate growth toward proficiency is equal 
to the mean or falls between the mean and one standard 
deviation above the mean of the identified comparison 
group, OR The growth rate increased by at least 10% over 
the previous year. 

 
Approaches 
Standard 

The percentage of students in grades 3-8 who did not achieve 
proficiency on the current year’s assessment but who did make 
adequate growth toward proficiency falls between the mean and one 
standard deviation below the mean of the identified comparison 
group. 

 
Does Not Meet 
Standard 

The percentage of students in grades 3-8 who did not achieve 
proficiency on the current year’s assessment made adequate growth 
toward proficiency is more than one standard deviation below the 
mean of the identified comparison group. 



 

5. LITERACY PROFICIENCY 
Literacy Proficiency Rate: The IPCSC will use the proficiency rates as determined by 
the Idaho Accountability Framework and reported via the Idaho Report Card. 

 
Literacy Proficiency Rubric 

 
Exceeds Standard 

One of the following is true:  
• The school’s proficiency rate on the spring administration 

of the statewide literacy assessment is greater than one 
standard deviation above the mean of the identified 
comparison group; 

• the school’s proficiency rate on the spring administration 
of the statewide literacy assessment is at or above 90%; 
OR  

• The fall to spring change in proficiency rate is 20% or 
greater. 

 

Meets Standard 

The school’s proficiency on the spring administration of 
the statewide literacy assessment is equal to the mean or 
within one standard deviation above the mean of the 
identified comparison group; OR The school’s fall to 
spring change in proficiency rate is between 10%-19%. 

 
Approaches 
Standard 

The school’s proficiency on the spring administration of the 
statewide literacy assessment falls within one standard 
deviation below the mean of the identified comparison 
group. 

Does Not 
Meet 
Standard 

The school’s proficiency rate on the spring administration of 
the statewide literacy assessment is more than one standard 
deviation below the mean of the identified comparison group. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

6. COLLEGE AND CAREER READINESS 
Adjusted Cohort Graduation Rate (ACGR): Alternative schools will be evaluated 
based on their 5-Year ACGR. All other schools will be evaluated based on their 4-Year 
ACGR.  
 
Graduation Rate: The IPCSC will use either the 4-Year ACGR as determined by the 
Idaho Accountability Framework and reported via the Idaho Report Card. 

 
C&C Readiness Rubric 

Exceeds Standard The school’s 4-Year ACGR is greater than one standard deviation 
above the identified comparison group, OR The school’s ACGR is 
90%. 

 
Meets Standard 

The school’s 4-Year ACGR is equal to the mean  
OR Falls between the mean and one standard deviation 
above the mean of the identified comparison group. 

 
Approaches Standard 

The school’s 4-Year ACGR falls between the mean and one 
standard deviation below the mean of the identified 
comparison group. 

Does Not Meet 
Standard 

The school’s 4-Year ACGR is more than one standard deviation 
below the identified comparison group. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

OPERATIONAL MEASURES 



 

 
 

BOARD STEWARDSHIP 
1. Governance Structure 

2. Governance Oversight 

3. Governance Compliance 
 
OPERATIONAL MANAGEMENT 

4. Student Services 

5. Data Security and Information Transparency 

6. Facility and Services 

7. Operational Compliance 



 

BOARD GOVERNANCE 
 
1. Governance Structure Rubric 
Data Sources: Board bylaws, articles of incorporation, and any courtesy letters or notifications issued to 
the school by entities responsible for oversight or enforcement. 

 

Governance Structure Rubric 

Exceeds Standard The school has met standard for 3 or more consecutive years, including the 
most recently completed school year. 

Meets Standard • Board Bylaws are compliant with ID law.  
• Articles of Incorporation are current. 
• No investigations were conducted into either ethical behavior 

or conflict of interest regarding any board director. 
• The board did not experience an Open Meeting Law violation 

that needed to be cured this year. 

Approaches Standard The school was informed of or became aware of non-compliance and action 
to correct the issue was taken within 30 days. 

Does Not Meet 
Standard 

The school was informed of or became aware of non-compliance and action 
to correct the issue was not taken within 30 days. 

 
2. Governance Oversight Rubric 
Data Sources: Board meeting minutes, school policies, continuous improvement plan (or other 
strategic planning evidence if submitted by the school), and verification of submission of annual 
administrator evaluation. 
 
 

 

Governance Oversight Rubric 

Exceeds Standard The school has met standard for 3 or more consecutive years, including the 
most recently completed school year. 

Meets Standard • The board reviews academic data in a timely and 
thorough manner.  

• The board reviews financial reports in a timely and 
thorough manner.  

• The board maintains compliant policies. 
• The board engages in strategic planning. 
• The board conducts a compliant annual evaluation of their 

school leader and/or management organization. 
Approaches Standard The school was informed of or became aware of non-compliance and action 

to correct the issue was taken within 30 days. 

Does Not Meet 
Standard 

The school was informed of or became aware of non-compliance and action 
to correct the issue was not taken within 30 days. 

 



 

3. Governance Compliance Rubric 
Data Sources: If applicable, courtesy letters/notifications of concerns, investigation, or findings issued 
to the school by entities responsible for oversight or enforcement, and any documentation of correction 
provided by the school. 

 

Governance Compliance Rubric 

Exceeds Standard The school has met standard for 3 or more consecutive years, including the 
most recently completed school year. 

Meets Standard The IPCSC did not issue any courtesy letters or notify an 
external investigative body of compliance concerns this year. 

Approaches Standard The school was informed of or became aware of non-compliance and action 
to correct the issue was taken within 30 days. 

Does Not Meet 
Standard 

The school was informed of or became aware of non-compliance and action 
to correct the issue was not taken within 30 days. 

 
 
OPERATIONAL MANAGEMENT 

4. Student Services Rubric 
Data Sources: If applicable, any notifications or courtesy letters issued by the SDE or SBOE which 
required corrective action with regard to the school’s ELL, SPED, or College and Career Readiness 
programs, as well as any documentation submitted by the school evidencing correction. 

 

Student Services Rubric 

Exceeds Standard The school has met standard for 3 or more consecutive years, including the 
most recently completed school year. 

Meets Standard All of the following are true:  
• The school’s English Language Learner program is in good 

standing;  
• The school’s Special Education program is in good standing; 
• The school’s college and career readiness program is in good 

standing; and 
• The school’s federal programs are in good standing. 

Approaches Standard The school was informed of or became aware of non-compliance and action 
to correct the issue was taken within 30 days. 

Does Not Meet 
Standard 

The school was informed of or became aware of non-compliance and action 
to correct the issue was not taken within 30 days. 



 

5. Data Security and Information Transparency Rubric 
Data Sources: periodic desk audit of school website, and any formal notifications regarding data 
security or public records compliance. 

 

Data Security and Information Transparency Rubric 

Exceeds Standard The school has met standard for 3 or more consecutive years, including the most 
recently completed school year.. 

Meets Standard • The school’s website is compliant with I.C. 33-133(7) (data 
collection, access, and security policy); I.C. 33-320 (continuous 
improvement plan); and I.C. 33-357 (expenditures updated 
monthly, contracts, performance reports, and annual budgets).  

• The school did not experience any issues involving data 
security this year. 

• The school did not experience any compliance issue regarding 
public records requests this year. 

Approaches 
Standard 

The school was informed of or became aware of non-compliance and action to 
correct the issue was taken within 30 days. 

Does Not Meet 
Standard 

The school was informed of or became aware of non-compliance and action to 
correct the issue was not taken within 30 days. 

 
 

6. Facility and Services Rubric 
Data Sources: Verification of meal service program and transportation services via public documents 
and/or school website, and any notifications of concerns regarding occupancy or safety issued to the 
school by entities responsible for oversight or enforcement. 

 

Facility and Building Services Rubric 

Exceeds Standard The school has met standard for 3 or more consecutive years, including the 
most recently completed school year. 

Meets Standard • The school’s occupancy certificate is current. 
• The school maintains current safety inspections and drills. 
• The school provides daily transportation to students in 

compliance with Idaho Code. The school provides a compliant 
lunch program. 

Approaches Standard The school was informed of or became aware of non-compliance and action to 
correct the issue was taken within 30 days. 

Does Not Meet 
Standard 

The school was informed of or became aware of non-compliance and action to 
correct the issue was not taken within 30 days. 



 

7. Operational Compliance Rubric 
Data Sources: Periodic observation of enrollment lottery, and if applicable, any corrective action plans 
issued by the SDE not related to special education, ELL, or college and career readiness (as these are 
captured elsewhere), or formal notification of late reports or enrollment violations. 

 

Operational Compliance Rubric 

Exceeds Standard The school has met standard for 3 or more consecutive years, including the 
most recently completed school year. 

Meets Standard • Required reports are submitted accurately and on time.  
• The school maintains a compliant enrollment process.   
• No correct action plans were issued by the SDE this year. 

Approaches Standard The school was informed of or became aware of non-compliance and action 
to correct the issue was taken within 30 days. 

Does Not Meet 
Standard 

The school was informed of or became aware of non-compliance and action 
to correct the issue was not taken within 30 days. 



 

FINANCIAL MEASURES 
 
 

NEAR TERM HEALTH 
1. Current Ratio 
2. Unrestricted Days Cash 
3. Default 
4. Enrollment Variance 

 
 
SUSTAINABLE HEALTH 

5. Total Margin and 3Yr Aggregated Total Margin 
6. Cash Flow and Multi-Year Cash Flow 
7. Debt Service Coverage Ratio 
8. Debt to Asset Ratio 
9. Financial Compliance Rubric 



 

NEAR-TERM HEALTH 
 
1. Current Ratio 
Calculation: Current Assets divided by Current Liabilities 
Data Source: Annual Fiscal Audit Report 

 
Current Ratio Rubric 

Exceeds Standard The school has a current ratio of more than 1.5 

Meets Standard The school has a current ratio of at least 1.1 (or between 1.0 and 1.1 with 
a 1-year positive trend) 

Approaches 
Standard 

The school has a current ratio of between .9 and 1.0 (or between 1.0 and 1.1 
with a 1-year negative trend) 

Does Not Meet 
Standard 

The school has a current ratio of .9 or less. 

 
 
2. Unrestricted Days Cash 
Calculation: Unrestricted Cash and investments divided by ((Total Expenses minus Depreciation Expense) 
/ 365) 
Data Source: Annual Fiscal Audit Report 

 
 

Unrestricted Days Cash Rubric 

Exceeds Standard The school has more than 60 days cash on hand 

Meets Standard The school has 60 days cash  
OR  
Between 30- and 60-days cash and one-year trend is positive.  
 
*Note: Schools in their first or second year of operation must have a 
minimum of 30 days cash. 

Approaches 
Standard 

The school has between 15-30 days cash OR  
Between 30-60 days cash, but one-year trend is negative. 

Does Not Meet 
Standard 

The school has fewer than 15 days cash on hand. 



 

3. Default 
Calculation: No calculation. 
Data Source: Annual Fiscal Audit Report, Terms of Debt, Other Formal Notifications Received by School. 

 
 

Default Rubric 

Exceeds Standard The school has met standard for at least 3 consecutive years, including the most 
recently completed school year. 

Meets Standard The school is not in default of any financial obligations and did not 
experience any instances of default during the fiscal year.  
Financial obligations include, but are not limited to, making payments 
to vendors and utility services on time, complying with all loan 
covenants, filing any reports required for maintenance of grants or 
philanthropic funds, meeting all tax obligations, and operating without 
financial judgements or property liens. 

Approaches 
Standard 

The school experienced one or more instances of minor default during the fiscal 
year (such as making late payments); however, the school is not currently in 
default of any financial obligations. 

Does Not 
Meet 
Standard 

School is currently in default of financial obligations. 

 
 
4. Enrollment Variance 
Calculation: Actual enrollment as of the first Friday in November (drawn from ISEE) divided by 
enrollment projections as submitted directly to the IPCSC in July. 
Data Source: ISEE and direct school report 

 
 

Enrollment Variance Rubric 

Exceeds Standard The school has met standard for at least 3 consecutive years, including the most 
recently completed school year. 

Meets Standard Enrollment variance is equal to or greater than 95%. 

Approaches 
Standard 

Enrollment variance was between 90% and 95%, OR The enrollment variance 
was less than 90% and the school provided a mid-year amended budget 
evidencing at least a break-even budget based on mid-term enrollment and 
any resulting revenue adjustments. 

Does Not 
Meet 
Standard 

Enrollment variance was less than 90% and the school did not provide evidence 
of mid-year budget amendments or operational changes evidencing at least a 
break-even budget based on mid-term enrollment and any resulting revenue 
adjustments. 



 

SUSTAINABLE HEALTH 
 
5. Total Margin and 3Yr Aggregated Total Margin 
Calculation: 

Most Recent Year Total Margin: 2019 Net Income divided by 2019 Total Revenue. 

3-Year Aggregated Total Margin: (2019 Net Income +2018 Net Income +2017 Net Income) divided 
by (2019 Total Revenue +2018 Total Revenue +2017 Total Revenue) 

Data Source: Annual Fiscal Audit Report 

 
 

Total Margin and 3-Yr Aggregated Total Margin 

Exceeds Standard The school has met standard for 3 or more consecutive years, including the most 
recently completed school year.. 

Meets Standard Aggregated 3-year Total Margin is positive and the most recent year 
Total Margin is positive OR Aggregated 3-Year Total Margin is 
greater than -1.5 percent, the trend is positive for the last two years, 
and the most recent year Total Margin is positive.  
 
*Note: For schools in their first or second year of operation, the 
cumulative Total Margin must be positive. 

Approaches Standard Aggregated 3-Year Total Margin is greater than -1.5 percent, but trend 
does not "Meet Standard". 

Does Not Meet 
Standard 

Aggregated 3-Year Total Margin is less than or equal to -1.5 percent OR 
The most recent year Total Margin is less than -10 percent. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

6. Cash Flow and Multi-Year Cash Flow 
Calculation (example years are included as reference): 

Most Recent Year Cash Flow: 2020 Cash and Investments minus 2019 Cash and 

Investments Previous Year Cash Flow: 2019 Cash and Investments minus 2018 

Cash and Investments Multi-Year Cash Flow: 2020 Cash and Investments minus 

2018 Cash and Investments 

Data Source: Annual Fiscal Audit Report 
 

 

Cash Flow and Multi-Year Cash Flow 

Exceeds Standard The school has met standard for 3 or more consecutive years, including the most 
recently completed school year.. 

Meets Standard Multi-Year Cumulative Cash Flow is positive, and Cash Flow is 
positive in the most recent year is positive, OR Multi-Year Cumulative 
Cash Flow is negative, but documentation identifies this as a result of 
a one-time, planned purchase (such as a facility remodel). 
 
*Note: Schools in their first or second year of operation must have 
positive cash flow. 

Approaches 
Standard 

Multi-Year Cumulative Cash Flow is positive, but Cash Flow is negative in the 
most recent year. 

Does Not Meet 
Standard 

Multi-Year Cumulative Cash Flow is negative, and no documentation 
identifies this as a result of a one-time, planned purchase. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

7. Debt Service Coverage Ratio 
Calculation: 

If school owns its facility or if the school leases its facility and the lease is capitalized: 
(Net Income + Depreciation Expense + Interest Expense) divided by (Principal + Interest 
+ Lease Payments) 

If school leases its facility and the lease is not capitalized: (Facility Lease Payments + Net Income + 
Depreciation Expense + Interest Expense) divided by (Principal + Interest + Lease Payments) 

Data Source: Annual Fiscal Audit Report 
 
 

Debt Service Coverage Ratio Rubric 

Exceeds Standard The school’s debt service coverage ratio is 1.5 or greater OR The school 
operates debt-free. 

Meets Standard Debt Service Coverage Ratio is between 1.1 and 1.49 

Approaches 
Standard 

The school’s debt service coverage ratio is between .9 and 1.09 

Does Not Meet 
Standard 

Debt Service Coverage Ratio is less than .9 

 
 
8. Debt to Asset Ratio 
Calculation: Total Liabilities divided by Total Assets 

Data Source: Annual Fiscal Audit Report  

 

Debt to Asset Ratio 

Exceeds Standard The school has met standard for 3 consecutive years, including the most 
recently completed school year.,  
OR 
The school operates debt-free. 

Meets Standard The school’s Debt to Asset Ratio is less than 0.9 

Approaches Standard The school’s Debt to Asset Ratio is between 0.9. and 1.0 

Does Not Meet 
Standard 

The school’s Debt to Asset Ratio is greater than 1.0 



 

9. Financial Compliance Rubric 
Calculation: Total Liabilities divided by Total Assets 

Data Source: Annual Fiscal Audit Report, Desk Audit of Policies, Other Formal Notifications Received by 
School 

 

Financial Compliance Rubric 

Exceeds Standard The school has met standard for 3 or more consecutive years, including the 
most recently completed school year.. 

Meets Standard • Accounting Practices: finances are managed in compliance with 
GAAP. 

• Financial Transparency: expenditures and contracts are posted 
on the school’s site.  

• Internal Controls: the school’s internal controls are compliant. 
Approaches 
Standard 

The school was informed of non-compliance with accounting 
practices, financial transparency, or internal controls, and 
prompt action to correct is in evidence. 

Does Not Meet 
Standard 

The school is operating under a notification of fiscal concern or a notification 
of possible or imminent closure OR The school was informed of non-
compliance with accounting practices, financial transparency, or internal 
controls and the issues were not corrected within 30 days. 

 



ADDITIONAL ACADEMIC MEASURES  
FOR ALTERNATIVE PROGRAMS GRADES 6-12 

 
Standard Academic Measures 

1. Math Proficiency 
2. ELA Proficiency 
3. College and Career Readiness (5yr ACGR) 

In addition to the standard measures above, the following measures will apply to 
alternative programs.  
 
Alternative Program Measures 

1. Math Content Mastery 

2. ELA Content Mastery  

3. Progress Toward Graduation 

4. College and Career Readiness- Alternative 

In order to be considered an alternative program, 100% of the students enrolled in 
the program must meet the statutory definition of “at-risk”.   

 

 

Comparison Group:  the comparison group for alternative programs includes all 
schools and IPCSC programs serving 100% at-risk student populations.   
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1. MATH PROFICIENCY (Standard Measure) 
Proficiency Rate: The IPCSC will use the proficiency rates as 
determined by the Idaho Accountability Framework and reported via 
the Idaho Report Card. 

 
Math and ELA Proficiency Rubric 

 
Exceeds Standard 

The school’s proficiency rate is greater than one standard 
deviation above the mean of the identified comparison 
group, OR The school’s proficiency average is in 90th 

percentile of all Idaho schools. 
 

Meets Standard 
The school’s proficiency rate is equal to the mean or 
falls between the mean and one standard deviation 
above the mean of the identified comparison group. 

Approach
es 
Standard 

The school’s proficiency rate falls between the mean 
and one standard deviation below the mean of the 
identified comparison group. 

 
Does Not 
Meet 
Standard 

The school’s proficiency rate is more than one standard 
deviation below the mean of the identified comparison 
group, OR the school has been identified for 
comprehensive or targeted support for three consecutive 
years as per the Idaho Consolidated Plan. 
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2. MATH CONTENT MASTERY 
Note:  This measure will be considered in addition to the standard proficiency measure for 
schools classified as alternative.  Non-alternative schools may include this measure as a 
mission specific goal, in addition to the standard measures, if they feel this data would help 
the IPCSC understand their school’s academic outcomes.  
 
Idaho graduation requirements only require math to be taken in three of the four years of 
high school.   Alternative schools structure this requirement differently.  For the purposes 
of this measure, the total number of continuously enrolled students will exclude students 
enrolled in a grade for which the school does not require math to be taken.   

 
 

  

Alt Proficiency Rubric 

Exceeds 
Standard 

The percentage of continuously enrolled students who have either already 
completed all ELA/Math graduation requirements or successfully earned 
credit for the equivalent of 1 year of instruction in the discipline (ELA or 
Math) is more than 10% above the school’s percentage in the previous year,  
OR The percentage in the current year is greater than 80%.  

Meets 
Standard 

The percentage of continuously enrolled students who have either 
already completed all ELA/Math graduation requirements OR  
Successfully earned credit for the equivalent of 1 year of instruction 
in the discipline (ELA or Math) is equal to or up to 10% greater than 
the school’s percentage in the previous year.  

Approaches 
Standard 

The percentage of continuously enrolled students who have either already 
completed all ELA/Math graduation requirements OR Successfully earned 
credit for the equivalent of 1 year of instruction in the discipline (ELA or 
Math) is below, but no more than 10% below, the school’s percentage in the 
previous year.  

Does Not 
Meet 
Standard 

The percentage of continuously enrolled students who have either already 
completed all ELA/Math graduation requirements OR Successfully earned 
credit for the equivalent of 1 year of instruction in the discipline (ELA or 
Math) is more than 10% below the school’s percentage in the previous year.   
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3. ELA PROFICIENCY (Standard Measure) 
Proficiency Rate: The IPCSC will use the proficiency rates as 
determined by the Idaho Accountability Framework and reported via 
the Idaho Report Card. 

 
Math and ELA Proficiency Rubric 

 
Exceeds Standard 

The school’s proficiency rate is greater than one standard 
deviation above the mean of the identified comparison 
group, OR The school’s proficiency average is in 90th 

percentile of all Idaho schools. 
 

Meets Standard 
The school’s proficiency rate is equal to the mean 
OR Falls between the mean and one standard 
deviation above the mean of the identified 
comparison group. 

Approach
es 
Standard 

The school’s proficiency rate falls between the mean 
and one standard deviation below the mean of the 
identified comparison group. 

 
Does Not 
Meet 
Standard 

The school’s proficiency rate is more than one standard 
deviation below the mean of the identified comparison 
group, OR the school has been identified for 
comprehensive or targeted support for three consecutive 
years as per the Idaho Consolidated Plan. 
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4. ELA CONTENT MASTERY 
Note:  This measure will be considered in addition to the standard proficiency measure for 
schools classified as alternative.  Non-alternative schools may include this measure as a 
mission specific goal, in addition to the standard measures, if they feel this data would help 
the IPCSC understand their school’s academic outcomes.  

 
 

 
  

Alt Proficiency Rubric 

Exceeds 
Standard 

The percentage of continuously enrolled students who have either already 
completed all ELA/Math graduation requirements or successfully earned 
credit for the equivalent of 1 year of instruction in the discipline (ELA or 
Math) is more than 10% above the school’s percentage in the previous year,  
OR The percentage in the current year is greater than 80%.  

Meets 
Standard 

The percentage of continuously enrolled students who have either 
already completed all ELA/Math graduation requirements OR 
Successfully earned credit for the equivalent of 1 year of instruction 
in the discipline (ELA or Math) is equal to or up to 10% greater than 
the school’s percentage in the previous year.  

Approaches 
Standard 

The percentage of continuously enrolled students who have either already 
completed all ELA/Math graduation requirements OR Ssuccessfully earned 
credit for the equivalent of 1 year of instruction in the discipline (ELA or 
Math) is below, but no more than 10% below, the school’s percentage in the 
previous year.  

Does Not 
Meet 
Standard 

The percentage of continuously enrolled students who have either already 
completed all ELA/Math graduation requirements OR Successfully earned 
credit for the equivalent of 1 year of instruction in the discipline (ELA or 
Math) is more than 10% below the school’s percentage in the previous year.   
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5.   9-12 PROGRESS TOWARD GRADUATION 
Note:  This measure will be considered in addition to the standard growth measure for 
schools classified as alternative.  Non-alternative schools may include this measure as a 
mission specific goal, in addition to the standard measures, if they feel this data would help 
the IPCSC understand their school’s academic outcomes.  
 
For the purpose of this measure, a quarter of instructional enrollment will be calculated 
based on the number of instructional days reported and may be further modified by mutual 
agreement of the school and the IPCSC based on the alternative school’s course completion 
structure.  
 

Alt Growth Rubric 

Exceeds Standard More than 75% of students enrolled in the 
alternative program earned 2.9 credits for 
every instructional quarter for which the 
student was enrolled for 90% of the days in 
that instructional quarter. 
 
. 

Meets Standard Between 65% and 75% of students enrolled in 
the alternative program earned 2.9 credits for 
every instructional quarter for which the 
student was enrolled for 90% of the days in 
that instructional quarter falls , OR his 
percentage is less than 65% BUT at least 5% 
greater than in the previous year. 
 
  

Approaches Standard Less than 65% of students enrolled in the 
alternative program earned 2.9 credits for 
every instructional quarter for which the 
student was enrolled for 90% of the days in 
that instructional quarter AND this percentage 
is between 3% and 5% greater than the 
previous year.   
  

Does Not Meet Standard Less than 65% of students enrolled in the 
alternative program earned 2.9 credits for 
every instructional quarter for which the 
student was enrolled for 90% of the days in 
that instructional quarter AND this percentage 
is less than 3% greater than in the previous 
year.  
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6. COLLEGE AND CAREER READINESS (Standard Measure) 
Adjusted Cohort Graduation Rate (ACGR): Alternative schools 
will be evaluated based on their 5-Year ACGR. All other schools will be 
evaluated based on their 4-Year ACGR.  
 
Graduation Rate: The IPCSC will use the 5-Year ACGR as 
determined by the Idaho Accountability Framework and reported via the 
Idaho Report Card. 

 
C&C Readiness Rubric 

Exceeds Standard The school’s 5-Year ACGR is greater than one standard 
deviation above the identified comparison group, OR 
The school’s ACGR is 90%. 

 
Meets Standard 

The school’s 5-Year ACGR is equal to the mean  
OR Falls between the mean and one standard 
deviation above the mean of the identified 
comparison group. 

 
Approaches 
Standard 

The school’s 5-Year ACGR falls between the mean 
and one standard deviation below the mean of the 
identified comparison group. 

Does Not 
Meet 
Standard 

The school’s 5-Year ACGR is more than one standard 
deviation below the identified comparison group. 
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7. COLLEGE AND CAREER READINESS – ALTERNATIVE  

Note:  This measure will be considered in addition to the standard college and career 
readiness measure for schools classified as alternative.  Non-alternative schools may 
include this measure as a mission specific goal, in addition to the standard measures, if 
they feel this data would help the IPCSC understand their school’s academic outcomes.  

 
C&C Readiness Rubric 

Exceeds Standard The percentage of the not continuously enrolled 
students who were enrolled for at least 45 days and 
were eligible to graduate in the same academic year 
(plus summer) who graduated is more than 10% 
above the school’s percentage in the previous year,  
OR The percentage in the current year is greater 
than 75%.  

Meets Standard The percentage of the not continuously 
enrolled students who were enrolled for at 
least 45 days and were eligible to graduate in 
the same academic year (plus summer) who 
graduated is equal to OR Up to 10% greater 
than the school’s percentage in the previous 
year.  

Approaches Standard The percentage of the not continuously enrolled 
students who were enrolled for at least 45 days and 
were eligible to graduate in the same academic year 
(plus summer) who graduated is below, but no more 
than 10% below the school’s percentage in the 
previous year.  

Does Not Meet Standard The percentage of the not continuously enrolled 
students who were enrolled for at least 45 days and 
were eligible to graduate in the same academic year 
(plus summer) who graduated is more than 10% 
below the school’s percentage in the previous year.  
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OPERATIONAL MEASURES 
 
 

BOARD STEWARDSHIP 
1. Governance Structure 

2. Governance Oversight 

3. Governance Compliance 
 
OPERATIONAL MANAGEMENT 

4. Student Services 

5. Data Security and Information Transparency 

6. Facility and Services 

7. Operational Compliance 



 

BOARD GOVERNANCE 
 
1. Governance Structure Rubric 
Data Sources: Board bylaws, articles of incorporation, and any courtesy letters or notifications issued to 
the school by entities responsible for oversight or enforcement. 

 

Governance Structure Rubric 

Exceeds Standard The school has met standard for 3 or more consecutive years, including the 
most recently completed school year. 

Meets Standard • Board Bylaws are compliant with ID law.  
• Articles of Incorporation are current. 
• No investigations were conducted into either ethical behavior 

or conflict of interest regarding any board director. 
• The board did not experience an Open Meeting Law violation 

that needed to be cured this year. 

Approaches Standard The school was informed of or became aware of non-compliance and 
action to correct the issue was taken within 30 days. 

Does Not Meet 
Standard 

The school was informed of or became aware of non-compliance and 
action to correct the issue was not taken within 30 days. 

 
2. Governance Oversight Rubric 
Data Sources: Board meeting minutes, school policies, continuous improvement plan (or other 
strategic planning evidence if submitted by the school), and verification of submission of annual 
administrator evaluation. 

 

Governance Oversight Rubric 

Exceeds Standard The school has met standard for 3 or more consecutive years, including the 
most recently completed school year. 

Meets Standard • The board reviews academic data in a timely and 
thorough manner.  

• The board reviews financial reports in a timely 
and thorough manner.  

• The board maintains compliant policies. 
• The board engages in strategic planning. 
• The board conducts a compliant annual evaluation of 

their school leader and/or management organization. 
Approaches Standard The school was informed of or became aware of non-compliance and 

action to correct the issue was taken within 30 days. 

Does Not Meet 
Standard 

The school was informed of or became aware of non-compliance and 
action to correct the issue was not taken within 30 days. 

 
 
 



 

3. Governance Compliance Rubric 
Data Sources: If applicable, courtesy letters/notifications of concerns, investigation, or findings issued 
to the school by entities responsible for oversight or enforcement, and any documentation of correction 
provided by the school. 

 

Governance Compliance Rubric 

Exceeds Standard The school has met standard for 3 or more consecutive years, including the 
most recently completed school year. 

Meets Standard The IPCSC did not issue any courtesy letters or notify an 
external investigative body of compliance concerns this year. 

Approaches Standard The school was informed of or became aware of non-compliance and action 
to correct the issue was taken within 30 days. 

Does Not Meet 
Standard 

The school was informed of or became aware of non-compliance and action 
to correct the issue was not taken within 30 days. 

 
 
OPERATIONAL MANAGEMENT 

4. Student Services Rubric 
Data Sources: If applicable, any notifications or courtesy letters issued by the SDE or SBOE which 
required corrective action with regard to the school’s ELL, SPED, or College and Career Readiness 
programs, as well as any documentation submitted by the school evidencing correction. 

 

Student Services Rubric 

Exceeds Standard The school has met standard for 3 or more consecutive years, including the 
most recently completed school year. 

Meets Standard All of the following are true:  
• The school’s English Language Learner program is in good 

standing;  
• The school’s Special Education program is in good standing; 

The school’s college and career readiness program is in good 
standing; and 

• The school’s federal programs are in good standing. 
Approaches Standard The school was informed of or became aware of non-compliance and action 

to correct the issue was taken within 30 days. 

Does Not Meet 
Standard 

The school was informed of or became aware of non-compliance and action 
to correct the issue was not taken within 30 days. 



 

5. Data Security and Information Transparency Rubric 
Data Sources: periodic desk audit of school website, and any formal notifications regarding data 
security or public records compliance. 

 

Data Security and Information Transparency Rubric 

Exceeds Standard The school has met standard for 3 or more consecutive years, including the most 
recently completed school year. 

Meets Standard • The school’s website is compliant with I.C. 33-133(7) (data 
collection, access, and security policy); I.C. 33-320 (continuous 
improvement plan); and I.C. 33-357 (expenditures updated 
monthly, contracts, performance reports, and annual budgets).  

• The school did not experience any issues involving data 
security this year. 

• The school did not experience any compliance issue regarding 
public records requests this year. 

Approaches 
Standard 

The school was informed of or became aware of non-compliance and action to 
correct the issue was taken within 30 days. 

Does Not Meet 
Standard 

The school was informed of or became aware of non-compliance and action to 
correct the issue was not taken within 30 days. 

 
 

6. Facility and Services Rubric 
Data Sources: Verification of meal service program and transportation services via public documents 
and/or school website, and any notifications of concerns regarding occupancy or safety issued to the 
school by entities responsible for oversight or enforcement. 

 

Facility and Building Services Rubric 

Exceeds Standard The school has met standard for 3 or more consecutive years, including the 
most recently completed school year. 

Meets Standard • The school’s occupancy certificate is current. 
• The school maintains current safety inspections and drills. 
• The school provides daily transportation to students in 

compliance with Idaho Code. The school provides a compliant 
lunch program. 

Approaches Standard The school was informed of or became aware of non-compliance and action to 
correct the issue was taken within 30 days. 

Does Not Meet 
Standard 

The school was informed of or became aware of non-compliance and action to 
correct the issue was not taken within 30 days. 



 

7. Operational Compliance Rubric 
Data Sources: Periodic observation of enrollment lottery, and if applicable, any corrective action plans 
issued by the SDE not related to special education, ELL, or college and career readiness (as these are 
captured elsewhere), or formal notification of late reports or enrollment violations. 

 

Operational Compliance Rubric 

Exceeds Standard The school has met standard for 3 or more consecutive years, including the 
most recently completed school year. 

Meets Standard • Required reports are submitted accurately and on time.  
• The school maintains a compliant enrollment process.   
• No correct action plans were issued by the SDE this year. 

Approaches Standard The school was informed of or became aware of non-compliance and action 
to correct the issue was taken within 30 days. 

Does Not Meet 
Standard 

The school was informed of or became aware of non-compliance and action 
to correct the issue was not taken within 30 days. 



 

FINANCIAL MEASURES 
 
 

NEAR TERM HEALTH 
1. Current Ratio 
2. Unrestricted Days Cash 
3. Default 
4. Enrollment Variance 

 
 
SUSTAINABLE HEALTH 

5. Total Margin and 3Yr Aggregated Total Margin 
6. Cash Flow and Multi-Year Cash Flow 
7. Debt Service Coverage Ratio 
8. Debt to Asset Ratio 
9. Financial Compliance Rubric 



 

NEAR-TERM HEALTH 
 
1. Current Ratio 
Calculation: Current Assets divided by Current Liabilities 
Data Source: Annual Fiscal Audit Report 

 
Current Ratio Rubric 

Exceeds Standard The school has a current ratio of more than 1.5 

Meets Standard The school has a current ratio of at least 1.1 (or between 1.0 and 1.1 with 
a 1-year positive trend) 

Approaches 
Standard 

The school has a current ratio of between .9 and 1.0 (or between 1.0 and 1.1 
with a 1-year negative trend) 

Does Not Meet 
Standard 

The school has a current ratio of .9 or less. 

 
 
2. Unrestricted Days Cash 
Calculation: Unrestricted Cash and investments divided by ((Total Expenses minus Depreciation Expense) 
/ 365) 
Data Source: Annual Fiscal Audit Report 

 
 

Unrestricted Days Cash Rubric 

Exceeds Standard The school has more than 60 days cash on hand 

Meets Standard The school has 60 days cash  
OR  
Between 30- and 60-days cash and one-year trend is positive.  
 
*Note: Schools in their first or second year of operation must have a 
minimum of 30 days cash. 

Approaches 
Standard 

The school has between 15-30 days cash  
OR  
Between 30-60 days cash, but one-year trend is negative. 

Does Not Meet 
Standard 

The school has fewer than 15 days cash on hand. 



 

3. Default 
Calculation: No calculation. 
Data Source: Annual Fiscal Audit Report, Terms of Debt, Other Formal Notifications Received by School. 

 
 

Default Rubric 

Exceeds Standard The school has met standard for at least 3 consecutive years, including the most 
recently completed school year. 

Meets Standard The school is not in default of any financial obligations and did not 
experience any instances of default during the fiscal year.  
Financial obligations include, but are not limited to, making payments 
to vendors and utility services on time, complying with all loan 
covenants, filing any reports required for maintenance of grants or 
philanthropic funds, meeting all tax obligations, and operating without 
financial judgements or property liens. 

Approaches 
Standard 

The school experienced one or more instances of minor default during the fiscal 
year (such as making late payments); however, the school is not currently in 
default of any financial obligations. 

Does Not 
Meet 
Standard 

School is currently in default of financial obligations. 

 
 
4. Enrollment Variance 
Calculation: Actual enrollment as of the first Friday in November (drawn from ISEE) divided by 
enrollment projections as submitted directly to the IPCSC in July. 
Data Source: ISEE and direct school report 

 
 

Enrollment Variance Rubric 

Exceeds Standard The school has met standard for at least 3 consecutive years, including the most 
recently completed school year. 

Meets Standard Enrollment variance is equal to or greater than 95%. 

Approaches 
Standard 

Enrollment variance was between 90% and 95%,  
OR  
The enrollment variance was less than 90% and the school provided a mid-
year amended budget evidencing at least a break-even budget based on mid-
term enrollment and any resulting revenue adjustments. 

Does Not 
Meet 
Standard 

Enrollment variance was less than 90% and the school did not provide evidence 
of mid-year budget amendments or operational changes evidencing at least a 
break-even budget based on mid-term enrollment and any resulting revenue 
adjustments. 



 

SUSTAINABLE HEALTH 
 
5. Total Margin and 3Yr Aggregated Total Margin 
Calculation: 

Most Recent Year Total Margin: 2019 Net Income divided by 2019 Total Revenue. 

3-Year Aggregated Total Margin: (2019 Net Income +2018 Net Income +2017 Net Income) divided 
by (2019 Total Revenue +2018 Total Revenue +2017 Total Revenue) 

Data Source: Annual Fiscal Audit Report 

 
 

Total Margin and 3-Yr Aggregated Total Margin 

Exceeds Standard The school has met standard for 3 or more consecutive years, including the most 
recently completed school year. 

Meets Standard Aggregated 3-year Total Margin is positive and the most recent year 
Total Margin is positive  
OR  
Aggregated 3-Year Total Margin is greater than -1.5 percent, the 
trend is positive for the last two years, and the most recent year Total 
Margin is positive.  
 
*Note: For schools in their first or second year of operation, the 
cumulative Total Margin must be positive. 

Approaches Standard Aggregated 3-Year Total Margin is greater than -1.5 percent, but trend 
does not "Meet Standard". 

Does Not Meet 
Standard 

Aggregated 3-Year Total Margin is less than or equal to -1.5 percent OR  
The most recent year Total Margin is less than -10 percent. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

6. Cash Flow and Multi-Year Cash Flow 
Calculation (example years are included as reference): 

Most Recent Year Cash Flow: 2020 Cash and Investments minus 2019 Cash and 

Investments Previous Year Cash Flow: 2019 Cash and Investments minus 2018 

Cash and Investments Multi-Year Cash Flow: 2020 Cash and Investments minus 

2018 Cash and Investments 

Data Source: Annual Fiscal Audit Report 
 

 

Cash Flow and Multi-Year Cash Flow 

Exceeds Standard The school has met standard for 3 or more consecutive years, including the most 
recently completed school year. 

Meets Standard Multi-Year Cumulative Cash Flow is positive, and Cash Flow is 
positive in the most recent year is positive,  
OR  
Multi-Year Cumulative Cash Flow is negative, but documentation 
identifies this as a result of a one-time, planned purchase (such as a 
facility remodel). 
 
*Note: Schools in their first or second year of operation must have 
positive cash flow. 

Approaches 
Standard 

Multi-Year Cumulative Cash Flow is positive, but Cash Flow is negative in the 
most recent year. 

Does Not Meet 
Standard 

Multi-Year Cumulative Cash Flow is negative, and no documentation 
identifies this as a result of a one-time, planned purchase. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

7. Debt Service Coverage Ratio 
Calculation: 

If school owns its facility or if the school leases its facility and the lease is capitalized: 
(Net Income + Depreciation Expense + Interest Expense) divided by (Principal + Interest 
+ Lease Payments) 

If school leases its facility and the lease is not capitalized: (Facility Lease Payments + Net Income + 
Depreciation Expense + Interest Expense) divided by (Principal + Interest + Lease Payments) 

Data Source: Annual Fiscal Audit Report 
 
 

Debt Service Coverage Ratio Rubric 

Exceeds Standard The school’s debt service coverage ratio is 1.5 or greater  
OR  
The school operates debt-free. 

Meets Standard Debt Service Coverage Ratio is between 1.1 and 1.49 

Approaches 
Standard 

The school’s debt service coverage ratio is between .9 and 1.09 

Does Not Meet 
Standard 

Debt Service Coverage Ratio is less than .9 

 
 
8. Debt to Asset Ratio 
Calculation: Total Liabilities divided by Total Assets 

Data Source: Annual Fiscal Audit Report  

 

Debt to Asset Ratio 

Exceeds Standard The school has met standard for 3 consecutive years, including the most 
recently completed school year.,  
OR 
The school operates debt-free. 

Meets Standard The school’s Debt to Asset Ratio is less than 0.9 

Approaches Standard The school’s Debt to Asset Ratio is between 0.9. and 1.0 

Does Not Meet 
Standard 

The school’s Debt to Asset Ratio is greater than 1.0 



 

9. Financial Compliance Rubric 
Calculation: Total Liabilities divided by Total Assets 

Data Source: Annual Fiscal Audit Report, Desk Audit of Policies, Other Formal Notifications Received by 
School 

 

Financial Compliance Rubric 

Exceeds Standard The school has met standard for 3 or more consecutive years, including the 
most recently completed school year. 

Meets Standard • Accounting Practices: finances are managed in compliance with 
GAAP. 

• Financial Transparency: expenditures and contracts are posted 
on the school’s site.  

• Internal Controls: the school’s internal controls are compliant. 
Approaches 
Standard 

The school was informed of non-compliance with accounting 
practices, financial transparency, or internal controls, and 
prompt action to correct is in evidence. 

Does Not Meet 
Standard 

The school is operating under a notification of fiscal concern or a notification 
of possible or imminent closure  
OR  
The school was informed of non-compliance with accounting practices, 
financial transparency, or internal controls and the issues were not 
corrected within 30 days. 
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INSPIRE  

TABLE OF CHARTER ELEMENTS 
1. Elector petition forms with no less than 30 signatures 1 

2. Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws of the nonprofit corporation 2 

3. Describe the school's educational program and how learning will occur 3 

4. Identify the school's goals and how all Educational Thoroughness Standards 

(as defined in Section 33-1612, Idaho Code) shall be fulfilled 8 

5. Identify measurable student educational standards/objectives which describe the 

extent to which all students of the charter school demonstrate they have 

attained the skills and knowledge specified as goals 11 

6. Identify various methods by which student progress is to be measured in 

meeting educational standards/objectives 13 

7. Include a provision by which students will be tested with the same 

standardized tests as other Idaho public school students 14 

8. Include a provision that ensures the charter school shall be accredited as 

provided by rule of the Idaho State Board of Education 15 

9. Describe the governance structure of the school, including the person or 

entity that shall be legally accountable for the operation of the school. 16 

10. Describe the process to be followed to ensure parental involvement. 17 

11. Outline the qualifications to be met by individuals employed by the school. 18 

12. Include provision that ensures all staff members will submit a criminal 

history check fingerprint card to the Office of Certification at the State 

Department of Education 19 

13. A statement that all teachers and administrators will be on a written contract approved 

by the Superintendent of Public instruction 

20 

14. Include procedures to ensure health and safety of students and staff 21 
15. Describe admission procedures, including provision for over-enrollment, 

which specify equitable selection processes for the initial year, as well as 

subsequent years of operation. In addition, include enrollment capacity of 

the charter school 22 

16. A statement describing how waiting lists will be developed and renewed 

annually 25 

17. Describe the manner in which citizens residing in the compact and 

contiguous attendance area of the charter school will be made aware of 

enrollment opportunities 26 

18. Describe the manner in which the annual audit of financial and programmatic 

operations is to be conducted 

19. Outline procedures for suspension, expulsion and re-enrollment of students 
29 
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20. Include provision that ensures all staff members will be enrolled in and 

covered by Public Employee Retirement System, Federal Social Security, 

Unemployment Insurance/Workers Compensation Insurance 32 

21. Include a public-school attendance alternative for students residing within 
the school district who choose not to attend the charter school 33 

22. Describe the transfer rights of any employee choosing to work in a charter 
school, and the right of this employee to return to any non-charter school in 
the district 34 

23. Include provision that ensures that the staff of the charter school shall be considered a 

separate unit for purposes of collective bargaining 

35 

24. Outline procedures to be followed by the charter school and the entity 

granting the charter to resolve disputes relating to provisions of the charter 36 

25. Outline provisions for how special education services will be provided 37 

26. Describe the manner in which gifted and talented students will be served 
including a plan for identification and service 43 

27. Describe the manner by which Limited English Proficiency services will be 

provided 44 

28. Describe facilities to be used by the school. 45 

29. Outline the manner in which administrative services of the school are to be provided 

46 

30. Describe potential civil liability effects upon the school and upon the district. 47 

31. Include documentation of organization under the Idaho Nonprofit 
Corporation Act 48 

32. Include documentation regarding insurance for liability and property loss 49 

33. Describe the manner by which eligible students from the charter school shall be 

allowed to participate in dual enrollment in non-charter schools within the 

District as provided for in Chapter 2, Title 33, Idaho Code 50 

34. Describe the compact and contiguous attendance area of the charter school 51 

35. Outline transportation services for students, including estimated first year cost 52 

36. Outline provisions for Child Nutrition 

37. Include a provision that ensures a policy of Internet safety for minors that 53 

includes the operation of a technology protection measure with respect to 

any of its computers with Internet access that protects against access 

through such computers to visual depictions that are obscene, child 

pornography, or harmful to minors (Children's Internet Protection Act) 54 

38. A virtual charter school that is approved by the school district board of 

trustees must include a statement declaring if the school wishes to be 

considered an LEA for purposes of federal formula funding 56 

39. Tracking form signed by local board chair and stamped with SBOE tracking 

number 57 

40. BUDGET (REVISED MARCH 2019) 58 
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1. Elector petition forms with no less than 30 signatures. 

Elector petition forms with no less than 30 certified signatures are 
included in Exhibit A. 
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2. Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws of the nonprofit corporation. 

The INSPIRE Articles of Incorporation and initial approved Bylaws are included in 
Exhibit B. 
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3. Describe the school's educational program and how learning will occur. 
 

a. Overview 

INSPIRE is a proposed virtual charter school that is seeking authorization from the Idaho 
Charter School Commission to serve students in grades K-12 throughout Idaho beginning in 
Fall 2005. INSPIRE will maximize academic achievement for students who need an 
alternative to the traditional classroom. First-year enrollment at INSPIRE is expected to be 
approximately 500 students, with enrollment growing to over 2,000 students by Year 5. 

INSPIRE has selected for its core program the Connections Academy virtual public school 
curriculum, instructional model, and technology that have proven successful nationwide, 
supplemented and expanded specifically for Idaho. 

Working under the guidance of certified, highly qualified teachers with whom they interact via 
telephone, email, and groupware following a Personalized Learning Plan, INSPIRE students 
will engage in a rigorous, Idaho Achievement Standards-aligned curriculum that is rich in 
print, enhanced by technology, and tailored to their learning needs. INSPIRE may also provide 
an alternative program for approved grade levels. 

Each INSPIRE student has a learning coach, typically a parent, who works daily with the 
student face-to-face following detailed INSPIRE lesson plans under the guidance of the 
professional INSPIRE teacher. 

INSPIRE students will be provided with the complete curriculum materials (online and 
offline, print- and technology-based) for their grade, a loaned family computer and subsidized 
Internet access. All INSPIRE students have the opportunity to participate in 
face-to-face field trips and community activities while also learning to work effectively in a 
virtual environment not unlike the working world that they will one day enter. 

The INSPIRE school will also serve as a reference site for Idaho scholars engaged in research 
on technology, education, and distance learning. The INSPIRE founding group is engaged in 
ongoing discussions with Boise State University (see Provost letter, enclosed) regarding a 
multi-faceted partnership which may include location of the INSPIRE office and teaching 
center on the university campus, collaboration on teacher training and curriculum 
development, and research and evaluation activities. 

 
 

b. Curriculum 

INSPIRE combines proven and rigorous print-based curriculum materials with the best in 
technology-enhanced learning such that a significant portion of the curriculum is delivered 
through the Internet and other electronic means. The entire curriculum is aligned to the Idaho 
Achievement Standards. 

The INSPIRE curriculum will be based on the Connections Academy program as extended for 
grades K-12 in Idaho. INSPIRE may also provide an alternative program for approved grade 
levels. 

• The K-8 Connections Academy curriculum integrates textbooks, lesson plans and 
other content from a variety of leading publishers and school programs including 
Houghton Mifflin, Zaner-Bloser, the Calvert school and others (see course catalog 
included as Exhibit Cl). The curriculum is regularly updated to conform to state 
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standards and student needs. The Connections Academy curriculum has been 
shown to be effective based on standardized test scores in other states and is 
currently in the process of being accredited by the Commission on International and 
Trans-regional Accreditation (CITA). 

 
• The Connections Academy 9-12 program will provide a more online high school 

curriculum, as appropriate for secondary school learners (see Exhibit C2 for an 
overview of the 9th grade curriculum). The high school curriculum, which will be 
fully aligned with Idaho Achievement Standards, will integrate digital versions of 
textbooks from major publishers enhanced by multimedia, interactive material, 
communication/ conferencing tools, and team projects. Top-quality third-party 
courseware elements will be licensed as part of the 9-12 curriculum, based on 
alignment to Idaho Achievement Standards, demonstrated success in producing 
positive test results, accreditation by CITA and/or a regional accrediting 
organization, and fit with the Connections Academy and INSPIRE curriculum 
philosophies. For example, INSPIRE may seek to include courses licensed from 
the Idaho Digital Learning Academy as part of this complete high school 
curriculum. 

The entire K-12 INSPIRE curriculum will be updated on a regular basis, with major 
changes subject to approval by the school's Governing Board. 

Technology plays an important facilitating role in the INSPIRE curriculum, so INSPIRE 
will ensure that its students have access to technology. Each family participating in 
INSPIRE will receive a loaned computer with a printer and an Internet service subsidy. All 
necessary software and technology support are provided along with the computers. For a 
discussion of safe and appropriate use of technology tools, see Element 37. 

In addition to working with the curriculum materials described above, INSPIRE students 
will have the opportunity to participate regularly in both face-to-face and virtual 
community activities. Face-to-face activities include field trips and community outings 
facilitated by the INSPIRE community coordinators -parent volunteers whom INSPIRE 
supports in organizing such activities for families who live nearby. INSPIRE's 
technology• 
based activities include virtual group projects, online bulletin boards/forums (such as "Math 
Problem of the Week"), book chats, teacher-led discussions, learning-focused webmail, and 
student clubs ranging from chess to yearbook. All of the collaborative online activities and 
communications tools are restricted for use only by members of the INSPIRE community; 
parents can feel comfortable that their children are experiencing this technology safely 
within the "walled garden" of INSPIRE. 

Given the balance of modes and media for learning at INSPIRE, actual time online for 
students (as compared to parents and teachers) will vary according to each student's 
developmental level, learning needs, and learning styles. Students in grades K and 1 may 
spend up to 15% of their time online; students in grades 2 -5 may have a range of 15 - 
25%; students in grades 6 - 8 may range from 25-50+% of time online, and students in 
grades 9- 12 may spend up to 75% of their school time online. 

INSPIRE will be part of a family of schools using the Connections Academy program and 
will be a trailblazer among them for its inclusion of grades 9-12. There are currently 11 
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Connections Academy schools in eight states across the country: Wisconsin, Colorado, 
California, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Florida, Arizona and Minnesota. Student achievement 
results from the 2003-04 school year confirm the effectiveness of the Connections 
Academy curriculum. The Connections Academy program has been used in Colorado and 
Wisconsin for more than one year and test scores exceeded AYP in both states. Further in 
Wisconsin and Florida, Connections Academy students met or exceeded the states' 
standards. Other state scores represent early Fall results for the schools' first years or have 
not yet been reported 

 
c. Instructional Techniques 

INSPIRE's instructional design is known as Personalized Performance Learning. Education 
research connects this design's three primary components -parent/family involvement, 
individualized instruction, and high-quality teaching -to improved student achievement: 

• Parent involvement: Decades of research show that parent participation in 
education is very closely related to student achievement. In A New Generation of 
Evidence: 
The Family Is Critical to Student Achievement 1 Anne T. Henderson and Nancy 
Berla document concrete benefits of parent involvement for students, including 
higher grades and test scores, higher graduation rates, and greater enrollment in 
postsecondary education. A Stanford study found that using parents as tutors brought 
significant and immediate changes in children's I.Q. scores. At INSPIRE, all parents 
are closely involved in their child's education either directly as a learning coach or 
through oversight of a learning coach they designate. 

• Individualized instruction: Students clearly benefit from instruction that is 
individualized in terms of pace, content, sequence and style. Among the many 
studies on this topic, Margaret Haertel and her colleagues show in "What Helps 
Students Learn?"2 that "curriculum and assessment tailored to student ability and 
academic background" to assure "an appropriate level of task difficulty for students 
and an appropriate instructional pace" is a proven tool for helping students achieve. 
At INSPIRE, instruction is individualized for every student, every day. 

• High-quality teaching: Each teacher will be equipped with the skills and 
technology needed to bring out the best in every student. In his landmark study 
correlating test data with teacher quality, Harold Wenglinksy of the Educational 
Testing Service showed a direct link between good teaching and higher test scores. 
Students benefit from the personalized guidance of INSPIRE's highly qualified 
teachers. 

 
The Personalized Learning Plan: The centerpiece of instruction at INSPIRE is the 
Personalized Learning Plan (PLP), which provides for individualized instruction tailored to 
the learning needs of each child. The PLP is an extensive document developed at the 
beginning of the school year by the Idaho-certified teacher in consultation with the student 
and the student's parents/guardians. This PLP is built from a combination of baseline 

 
Henderson, A., & Berla, N. , eds. (1994). A new generation of evidence: The family is critical to student achievement. National 
Committee for Citizens in Education, Center for Law and Education, Washington, DC. 

2 Wang, Margaret C., Haertel, Geneva D., and Walberg, Herbert J. (1993), "What Helps Students Learn?" Educational Leadership. 
3 Wenglinsky, Harold (2000), How Teaching Matters: Bringing the Classroom Back Into Discussions of Teacher Quality, Educational 

Testing Service. 
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assessments of both academic skills/knowledge and learning modalities, information 
gathered from the parents, and input directly from the student. Learning needs that go 
beyond the purely academic (such as study habits and interpersonal skills) are addressed in 
the PLP as well. The PLP then guides the student's course through the Idaho Achievement 
Standards-based curriculum. 

All daily lesson plans are provided to students and families online, directing them step by 
step through use of the comprehensive set of textbooks, trade books, manipulatives, and 
consumables that INSPIRE ships to them. 

The Learning Triad: Instruction at INSPIRE builds on the research and the PLP to 
surround each student with the resources needed for success. Each student will be part of a 
"learning triad" as illustrated below. 

 
 

 

Learning Management System: The platform for organizing and managing the entire 
INSPIRE educational environment is the online Learning Management System (LMS). 
This proprietary, web-based software allows INSPIRE to deliver every assignment and 
track every activity, monitoring the completion of individual lessons as well as mastery of 
discrete skills and knowledge (see Exhibit D, Learning Management System highlights). 
With this system, INSPIRE is able to provide an unprecedented level of time-on-task 
detail. The LMS operates within Connections Academy's very secure and robust 
technology infrastructure which protects all data from loss and intrusion while maintaining 
a safe environment in which students, parents, and teachers can interact with each other 
(see Exhibit E, Network Infrastructure & Security). 

A complete learning team: At INSPIRE, student learning benefits from committed 
educators and involved parents who provide total support for the student's PLP. 

• Idaho-certified, highly qualified teachers: Each INSPIRE student will have an 
Idaho-certified teacher specially trained in the INSPIRE curriculum and 
instructional 
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method. Working full-time in INSPIRE's local professional office/teaching center, 
which is proposed to be located on the Boise State University campus, this teacher is 
responsible for evaluating assignments and work products, providing instructional 
assistance, assigning and scoring assessment activities, and providing feedback on 
the child's performance. Based on a student's demonstrated mastery of the material, 
teachers will add, expand or replace assignments; they will also grade students in 
each subject for the regular student report cards and make promotion or retention 
decisions. Depending on the need of the learner, teacher contact with the student 
and learning coach -most often via telephone and email -may be as frequent as 
several times a day, and at minimum once every two weeks. Teachers do not wait 
to be contacted; they are proactive participants in their student's learning plans. In 
addition, INSPIRE families are always welcome to visit the INSPIRE office in 
Boise during business hours to meet with their teachers in person. 

• Face-to-face learning coaches: Each INSPIRE student will have a learning coach• 
a parent or other responsible adult designated by the parents-who works with him or 
her in person under the guidance of the Idaho-certified professional teacher. Parent 
involvement is a centerpiece of the INSPIRE concept. Whether a parent's role is as a 
learning coach, or as someone providing oversight to the learning coach, all 
parents/guardians will be intimately familiar with their child's progress on a day-to• 
day basis at INSPIRE. The school offers ongoing training and support to help 
learning coaches carry out their important role while making optimum use of the 
available technology tools and professional teacher support to do so. 

• Expanded educational support: The INSPIRE principal coordinates the work of the 
teachers, using data from the Learning Management System to target curriculum and 
instructional resources toward specific student needs. Supporting the principal and 
teachers in their work are Connections Academy curriculum specialists, who are 
highly trained in distance education methodologies and specific subject areas. 
Curriculum specialists will be available by telephone and email to the INSPIRE 
teachers for assistance in addressing particular curriculum topics or in customizing 
curriculum for particular student needs. The Connections Academy Special Education 
Director serves as resource for teachers as they develop/adjust services for special 
education students in the INSPIRE program. INSPIRE may also provide an 
alternative program for approved grade levels. 

In effect, each INSPIRE student has a team of experts working together to leverage the 
school's myriad resources -technological, instructional, and interpersonal - for his or her 
success. 
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4. Identify the school's goals and how all Educational Thoroughness 
Standards (as defined in Section 33-1612, Idaho Code) shall be 
fulfilled. 

 
INSPIRE's overarching goal is student mastery of its challenging, Idaho Achievement 
Standards-aligned curriculum in a personalized learning environment that promotes 21st 
century learning skills and meets Idaho's Educational Thoroughness Standards, as required 
by the Idaho Public Charter School law. INSPIRE will achieve this overarching goal 
through seven measurable objectives described in detail in Elements 5 and 6. 

INSPIRE believes that an educated person of the 21st century must be literate and articulate, 
mathematically competent, scientifically and technologically adept and have the 
opportunity to develop individual creative and physical abilities. INSPIRE recognizes its 

responsibility to generate enthusiasm and excitement for the lifelong process of learning by 
providing a curriculum that is relevant, integrated and age-appropriate at the same time that 
it is aligned to Idaho Achievement Standards. INSPIRE is a high-quality, high-tech, high• 
touch virtual "school without walls" that brings out the best in every student through 
Personalized Performance Learning. 

The INSPIRE goals and objectives will be met through curriculum and instructional 
programs that fulfill all of the recommendations recently put forth by the Partnership for 
21st Century Skills4 which include: 

• Emphasis on core subjects: INSPIRE students will master the timeless 
fundamentals such as reading, writing, mathematics, science, and social 
studies. 

• Emphasis on learning skills: INSPIRE students develop the essential skills 
required for lifelong, continuous learning, such as communication, 
information, problem-solving, and self-directional skills. 

• The use of 21st century tools to develop learning skills: As the Partnership 
recommends, INSPIRE students develop proficiency in an array of digital 
information and communication tools. 

• Teaching and learning in a 21st century context: At INSPIRE, learning takes 
place beyond the "four walls of the classroom" and integrates the community, 
parents, and fellow learners connected by technology, as the Partnership 
recommends. 

• Teaching and learning of 21st century content: The Partnership stresses global 
awareness, economic literacy, and civic literacy among other topics, which the 
INSPIRE curriculum integrates throughout the grades through both 
technology• based and print-based learning activities. 

• Use of 21st century assessments that measure 21st century skills: As the 
Partnership recommends, INSPIRE uses both standardized testing and ongoing, 
curriculum• based assessments -including portfolios of student work and online 
assessment activities -which integrate with teacher data analysis tools to allow for 
sophisticated instructional decision-making by parents, students, and school staff. 

INSPIRE also believes that the individualized and supported educational program 
 

4 The Partnership for 21" Century Skills, "Learning for the 21" Century," June 2003, 
http://www.2lstcenturvskills.org. 

http://www.2lstcenturvskills.org/
http://www.2lstcenturvskills.org/
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facilitates the development of self-direction and personal responsibility among its 
students. In these ways, INSPIRE will meet the objective of producing students who are 
self• motivated, competent, lifelong 21"century learners. 

INSPIRE's innovative curriculum and technology also support the eight Educational 
Thoroughness Standards established in Section 33-1612 of the Idaho Code: 

• A safe environment conducive to learning is provided: INSPIRE students attend 
school primarily from home, a learning environment chosen by many families 
specifically because it is safe and conducive to focused instruction. In addition, the 
INSPIRE online environment is carefully structured and monitored by the school 
to be safe and conducive to learning. 

• Educators are empowered to maintain classroom discipline: At INSPIRE, 
parents, students, and teachers together share responsibility for maintaining a 
disciplined learning environment. The classroom at home is overseen by the 
parents, who are empowered to maintain discipline as they see fit with their own 
children; parents also have access to the advice and support of other INSPIRE 
families on how to run an organized and disciplined classroom at home. The 
"virtual classroom" where students come together as a school community is 
governed by clear and consistent rules of behavior articulated in the INSPIRE 
code of conduct and handbook. 

• The basic values of honesty, self-discipline, unselfishness, respect for authority 
and the central importance of work are emphasized: The core INSPIRE 
curriculum emphasizes universal values and moral development in a non-sectarian 
way, through classic literature, high-quality social studies materials, a home life 
course, and multiple opportunities for positive interactions among students, 
families, and the community. Because success in a virtual school requires a high 
degree of self• discipline and hard work, the entire school experience reinforces 
these values. 

• The skills necessary to communicate effectively are taught: The INSPIRE 
curriculum includes a very rigorous and expansive focus on written 
communication, including everything from diagramming sentences to developing 
major expressive works. Excellent communication skills are considered absolutely 
essential for teachers who wish to work at INSPIRE, as well as for students 
aiming for success in an environment in which telephone conversations, email, 
and message board postings are the primary forms of interaction with peers and 
teachers. 

• A basic curriculum necessary to enable students to enter academic or 
professional• technical postsecondary educational programs is provided: The 
INSPIRE curriculum in very strong on all the fundamentals required for higher 
education at all levels. The classical nature of the curriculum and its alignment 
with the Idaho Achievement Standards further ensures that INSPIRE students will 
be well• prepared for post-high school education both outside and inside of Idaho. 
INSPIRE may also provide an alternative program for approved grade levels. 

• The skills necessary for students to enter the workforce are taught: In addition to a 
solid grounding in literacy and numeracy and development of higher order 
thinking skills, INSPIRE students will benefit from the kinds of skills needed for 
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today's working world -virtual team work, distance communications, information 
management, and use of technology. 

• The students are introduced to current technology: INSPIRE students interact 
daily with current computer technology, which the school provides for their 
homes. In addition, INSPIRE offers a multi-layered technology skills elective that 
explicitly covers all the basics of technology literacy as defined by the National 
Education Technology Standards. 

• The importance of students acquiring the skills to enable them to be responsible 
citizens of their homes, schools and communities is emphasized: Good citizenship 
is a watchword of the INSPIRE school experience, as students learn to interact 
constructively with online peers from all walks of life while developing invaluable 
skills in their interrelationships with siblings, parents, and community members. In 
a very real sense, INSPIRE prepares its students to be good citizens of the 21st 
century world. 
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5. Identify measurable student educational standards/objectives which 
describe the extent to which all students of the charter school 
demonstrate they have attained the skills and knowledge specified 
as goals. 

 
Within the framework of alignment to the Idaho Achievement Standards, a crucial 
component of INSPIRE' s plan for overall excellence is the establishment of clear academic 
and related goals for each student, and for the school, as well as clear ways to measure 
progress toward those goals. Specifically: 

 
Objective I -Ongoing Student Progress: INSPIRE students will demonstrate 
ongoing progress in their Idaho Achievement Standards-aligned curriculum as 
measured by satisfactory attendance, participation, and performance. INSPIRE will 
set these benchmarks as follows: 

• 90% of students will be in Satisfactory status on attendance each quarter during 
the school year, as logged by learning coaches/students and verified by teachers; 

• 80% of students will in Satisfactory status on participation each quarter during the 
school year as measured by completion of lessons/courses, submission of portfolio 
items in timely manner, communication with the teacher, and several other 
variables; and 

• 75% of students will be in Satisfactory status on performance each quarter 
during the school year as measured through demonstration of learned concepts 
on academic tasks across all core academic subjects based on internal 
assessments (including quizzes, tests and portfolios). 

 
Objective 2 -Standardized Test Performance: INSPIRE students will participate 
in the Idaho Reading Indicator (IRI) in grades K-3, Idaho Direct Mathematics 
Assessment (DMA), the Idaho Direct Writing Assessment (DWA), and the Idaho 
Standards Achievement Test (ISAT) in other grades. The goal of all INSPIRE 
stakeholders will be to have schoolwide composite IRI, DMA/DWA, and ISAT 
scores that are equal to or better than the statewide benchmark of students meeting 
or exceeding standards by Year 3. 

 
Objective 3 - Student Academic Growth: In the value-added model of academic 
growth upon which INSPIRE is based, each student will demonstrate a year of academic 
growth for a year in school. Using its standards-based, technology-facilitated 
Longitudinal Evaluation of Academic Progress (LEAP) pre- and post-test, INSPIRE will 
gauge each student's academic growth over the course of the year. The goal of all 
INSPIRE stakeholders will be that that at least 75% of students will demonstrate a year 
of academic growth on an annual basis. 

 
Objective 4 -Parent Satisfaction: As a school of choice, INSPIRE must ensure that 
parents and families maintain a level of satisfaction with their child's school experience. 
The goal of all INSPIRE stakeholders will be that the school attains an overall score of at 
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least 4 (on a scale of 1-5) each year on the annual Connections Academy parent satisfaction survey. 
 

Objective 5 -- Teacher Quality: INSPIRE will provide its students with excellent teaching 
by teachers dedicated to a specified grade range working together in an office/teaching 
center. The goal of all INSPIRE stakeholders will be that 100% of teachers will be highly 
qualified and that annual teacher attrition will be less than 6%. 

 
Objective 6 - Longitudinal Student Gains: By its fifth year of operation, INSPIRE expects 
to have served a subset of its students for multiple years. Our goal at the end of Year 5 will 
be that students who have attended INSPIRE for three or more years will score a minimum 
of 10% higher on ISAT than their grade-level peers who are in their first year at INSPIRE. 

 
Objective 7- Contribution to Knowledge Base: INSPIRE intends to serve as a living 
laboratory for research by Idaho scholars on individualized instruction and distance learning. 
Our goal by the end of Year 5 is to have contributed to the greater knowledge base on these 
issues, as measured by the completion of one or more credible research studies using data 
from INSPIRE. 
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6. Identify various methods by which student progress is to be measured in 
meeting educational standards/objectives. 

INSPIRE provides a variety of assessments throughout the year so that each student's 
academic progress is monitored on multiple levels, beginning with a placement test which 
facilitates appropriate matching of standards-aligned curriculum with student learning 
needs. Throughout the year, the INSPIRE Learning Management System maintains 
extensive specific data about every activity by every student every day. Furthermore, the 
robust student information system capabilities of the LMS permit rapid in-depth 
evaluation of performance by sub-groups such as disabled students or gifted/talented 
students. This rich array of data allows very targeted evaluation of the school's progress 
toward its objectives, as detailed below. 

Objective How Progress Will Be Measured 
Objective 1 - Ongoing Student Progress, 
including Satisfactory status each quarter by 
90% of students on attendance, 80% of 
students in on participation, and 75% of 
students in performance 

Learning Management System data 
verified/evaluated by teachers; ongoing 
assessments (online and offline quizzes, 
tests, work samples/portfolios) 

Objective 2 -Standardized Test 
Performance: Schoolwide composite 
IRI/SMA/DWA/ISAT scores equal to or 
better than the statewide benchmark by Year 
3 

Idaho Reading Indicator, Idaho Direct 
Mathematics Assessment, 
Idaho Direct Writing Assessment, Idaho 
Standards Achievement Test scores 

Objective 3 - Student Academic Growth: 
75% of its students across will demonstrate 
a year of academic growth on an annual 
basis. 

Longitudinal Evaluation of Academic 
Progress (LEAP) pre- and post-test 

Objective 4 -Parent Satisfaction: Overall 
Parent Satisfaction score of at least 4 out of 
5 each year 

Annual Parent Satisfaction Survey 

Objective 5-- Teacher Quality: 100% highly 
qualified, annual attrition of less than 6% 

Audit of human resources records 

Objective 6- Longitudinal Student Gains: 
Students who have attended INSPIRE for 
three or more years score a minimum of 10% 
higher on ISAT than their grade-level peers 
who are in their first year at INSPIRE. 

Idaho Standards Achievement Test scores 

Objective 7- Contribution to Knowledge 
Base: Facilitate contribution by Idaho 
scholars to the greater knowledge base on 
individualized instruction and distance 
learning for at-risk students 

One or more research studies within first 
five years 
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7. Include a provision by which students will be tested with the 
same standardized tests as other Idaho public school students. 

 
Like all Idaho public school students, INSPIRE students will participate in required 
standardized testing, including the Idaho Reading Indicator for kindergarten and grades 
1-3, the Idaho Standards Achievement Test, the Direct Math and Direct Writing 
Assessment, and the National Assessment of Educational Progress, or whatever 
successor tests the State Board of Education should approve. 

 
Although they are students in a virtual school, INSPIRE students will take these 
standardized tests in person, at proctored locations within reasonable driving distance of 
their homes. Arranging these locations and ensuring that students are prepared and 
participate will be an important responsibility of the principal and the teaching staff. 

 
If students and their families lack transportation to the testing sites and no informal 
arrangements can be made (e.g., carpooling with fellow INSPIRE students), the school 
will arrange for transportation. Funds for such transportation are included in the budget 
under Student Testing/Assessment (along with funds for testing site rental). 
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8. Include a provision that ensures the charter school shall be accredited 
as provided by rule of the Idaho State Board of Education. 

 
As soon as school operations begin, INSPIRE will launch the process of seeking accreditation 
as provided by Idaho State Board of Education rule. This early pursuit of accreditation is a 
hallmark of the Connections Academy family of schools, building upon CITA accreditation to 
seek regional accreditation. 

 
From day one, INSPIRE will ensure that its school operations meet the Idaho accreditation 
standards: 

 
• Vision, Mission and Policies: Both the INSPIRE vision of personalized, 21st century 

learning and its mission of facilitating optimum achievement for each student are 
supported by clear, consistent, and well-articulated policies governing the life of the 
school. 

 
• Highly Qualified Personnel: INSPIRE teachers are Idaho-certified and qualified to 

teach in their subject areas and grade levels. 
 

• Educational Program: The INSPIRE educational program is research-based and 
integrates the highest quality curriculum materials aligned to Idaho Achievement 
Standards. 

 
• Learning Environment: The INSPIRE learning environment combines the personalization 

and safety of the student's home with the expansive, barrier-free world of technology, all 
structured to meet the learning needs of the student. 

 
• Continuous School Improvement: The INSPIRE Learning Management System provides 

complete data on student performance to empower teachers to continuously improve their 
practice while equipping the principal and Governing Board to press for ongoing 
improvements in overall school operations. 

 
• Student Achievement: INSPIRE's ultimate goal is to improve student achievement 

through personalized, data-driven instruction; highest-quality curriculum; and 
meaningful parent, family, and community involvement in each learner's progress. 
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9. Describe the governance structure of the school, including the person 
or entity that shall be legally accountable for the operation of the school. 

 
The INSPIRE Governing Board will oversee the operation of the charter school and be 
legally accountable for its operations. The Board sets policy and hires contractors, including 
those providing the management, curriculum, technology and instructional services. 
Additionally, the Board is responsible for ensuring that all aspects of the financial 

and programmatic accountability systems fulfill INSPIRE's obligations to the Idaho 
Department of Education. The Board shall adopt all policies as required for the charter 
school program of INSPIRE. 

Board Meetings: The Board will meet monthly on a uniform day of a uniform week, and 
its meeting in July in each year will be considered its annual meeting and annual budget 
hearing. Special meetings of the Board may be called by the chairman or by any two (2) 
members of the board and held at any time with appropriate notice as set forth in the 
organization's bylaws and in Section 33-510 Idaho Code. All meetings will take place in 
accordance with requirements of Idaho Code and charter school rules, including but not 
limited to the laws regarding interested parties and conflict of interest. 

Board composition: The founding members of the Governing Board were selected in 
keeping with the bylaws and were seated by the incorporator. They shall, in selecting future 
Board members, ensure potential members are committed to the school's mission. In 
addition, the Board will evaluate the potential members' credibility and integrity within the 
community. INSPIRE will actively recruit Board members who have professional skills that 
complement or add to the existing Board composition. The Board will also consider 
members' professional, educational, and practical experience. At least one position is to be 
held by someone with expertise in education. In order to insure parental involvement in the 
governance of the school, at least one position will be the parent or guardian of a student 
enrolled in the charter school (or prospective student prior to the start of school operations). 
As provided in the bylaws, the initial Board members will vote on the above positions for 
new board members, with a majority required for acceptance. 

Board training: In order to insure smooth operations and effective board practices, 
INSPIRE will develop Governing Board training procedures. These will include 
orientation, training and self-evaluation strategies. The INSPIRE Governing Board will 
be responsible for outlining and implementing a regular, ongoing program in these areas. 

Operating structure: The operating structure of the school will be similar to a traditional 
educational environment with a school principal who will supervise administrative staff 
and teachers. The school principal will act according to the policies and procedures as 
approved by the Governing Board. The principal will also act in an information and 
advisory capacity to the board, and will be responsible for implementing board policies in 
the day to day operation of the school. All personnel decisions including hiring, firing 
and evaluations concerning the principal and the teachers will be the responsibility of the 
Governing Board. 
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10. Describe the process to be followed to ensure parental involvement. 
 

Parent involvement is a centerpiece of the INSPIRE concept. Whether a parent's role is as a 
learning coach working daily with one or more students, or as someone providing insights and 
guidance to a learning coach, all parents/guardians will be intimately familiar with their child's 
progress on a day-to-day basis at INSPIRE. The Learning Management System ensures that all 
parents have access to complete data about their children's learning, and the human 
infrastructure of the school -the principal and teachers -place the highest premium on 
supporting the role of parents. The school offers ongoing training and support to help learning 
coaches carry out their important role while making optimum use of the available technology 
tools and professional teacher support to do so. 

The opportunity for meaningful, intensive involvement in their children's education is part of 
what draws families schools like INSPIRE in the Connections Academy family, and research 
among participating families indicates a high level of satisfaction in this regard. On the most 
recent Parent Satisfaction Survey, more than 90% of parents graded the Connections Academy 
A or B (see Exhibit F). 

In addition to involvement focused on their own children's learning needs, INSPIRE parents 
will have multiple opportunities to shape the overall school experience. They can volunteer to 
serve as Community Coordinators, arranging field trips and other face-to-face activities among 
INSPIRE families who live nearby. They may be selected to serve as a parent member of the 
Governing Board, or serve on ad hoc groups convened by the Governing Board to focus on 
particular issues such as community partnerships and neighborhood outreach. Parents may also 
choose to join the Connections Academy Families Association, a national group of Connections 
Academy parents that has become very active in ensuring that parents' voices are heard 
throughout the Connections Academy network of schools. 
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11. Outline the qualifications to be met by individuals employed by 
the school. 

 
INSPIRE's instructional leader will be the principal. Qualifications for the position are 
as follows: 

• The INSPIRE principal will possess an advanced degree and an 
appropriate administrative credential as required by Idaho Board rules. 

• A minimum of three years of management or administrative experience is required. 

• A former principal or master teacher is ideal. 

• The prospective principal must be technology literate and have good 
communication skills. 

• Must be able to build consensus and inspire teachers to teach, students to learn 
and parents to engage in their child's learning while following the mission of the 
school. 

The INSPIRE principal shall be offered a performance contract that includes provisions 
regarding the due process protections to be afforded to principals and the procedures for 
termination, which shall meet the minimum standards as specified by the Board. 

The performance contract shall also include any performance criteria or goals negotiated 
between the INSPIRE governing body and the principal. 

The performance contract will augment the standard contract approved by the State 
Board of Education. 

 

Teachers: INSPIRE will have one teacher for every 50 students, with whom they will 
work one-on-one via telephone, email, group chat, and other means. Teachers will be 
required to possess: 

• An appropriate Idaho teaching credential. 

• A Bachelor's degree. 

• A minimum of three years teaching experience. 

• Certification that they are highly qualified for the assigned grades/subject matter. 

• Skills in teaching a standards-based curriculum and incorporating 
innovative approaches to instruction. 

• Good communication skills. 

• Technology literacy. 

Special attention will be paid to applicants who have experience in individualized 
instruction, virtual teams and distance education. Teachers with certification in reading 
and mathematics, as well as those qualified to teach ESL, will also be given special 
attention. 

At least one teacher will have certification in Special Education in accordance with 
all Idaho requirements. 
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12. Include provision that ensures all staff members will submit a criminal 
history check fingerprint card to the Office of Certification at the State 
Department of Education. 

 
The INSPIRE Governing Board and principal will ensure that all INSPIRE staff 
members, including the principal, will submit a criminal history check fingerprint card to 
the Office of Certification at the Idaho State Department of Education, as required by 
Idaho Code §§ 33-130 and 33-5210(4)(d). 
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13. A statement that all teachers and administrators will be on a written 
contract approved by the Superintendent of Public Instruction. 

 
All INSPIRE teachers and administrators including the principal, will be employed by the 
charter school under written contract with the school in form as approved by the Governing 
Board and the Superintendent of Public Instruction, conditioned upon a valid certificate 
being held by such professional personnel at the time of assuming their duties. All 
certificated employees will be employed by the Governing Board as required by Idaho Code 
§ 33-5206(4) and all personnel actions concerning teachers and administrators 
including the principal, will be the responsibility of the Governing Board. 
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14. Include procedures to ensure health and safety of students and staff. 
 

Immunization/Medical Records Information: All enrolling INSPIRE students and staff 
will provide records documenting immunizations to the extent required by law. In 
addition, each enrolling family will provide the school with contact information for its 
primary care physician as well as information about its health insurance coverage for use 
in handling student health emergencies. 

Facility safety: The INSPIRE teaching center will be housed in a facility that has received 
state fire marshal approval. The facility will comply with the Americans with Disabilities 
Act access requirements, and with other applicable health and building code requirements. 
The school will maintain all appropriate facility compliance documents on file, and will 
make these documents available upon request. 

Other health and safety policies: Prior to commencing instruction, INSPIRE will adopt and 
implement a comprehensive set of health, safety, and risk management policies. These 
policies will be developed in consultation with the school's insurance carriers and 
following review of state policies. They will, at a minimum, address and/or include the 
following topics: 

 
• Policies and procedures for response to natural disasters and emergencies. 
• Policies relating to preventing contact with blood-borne pathogens and 

providing training to employees on such prevention. 
• A policy requiring that instructional and administrative staff receive training in 

emergency response, including appropriate "first responder" training or its 
equivalent and/or hold current certificates in emergency response. 

• Policies relating to the administration of prescription drugs and other medicines. 
• A policy establishing that the school functions as a drug, alcohol, and tobacco free 

workplace. 
• A policy regarding health screenings for student, such as vision, hearing, etc. 
• Policies regarding visitors to the school facility, and other school security issues. 
• Policies to insure the school is in compliance with federal sexual harassment 

prevention guidelines and is maintaining a learning and work environment that is 
free from sexual harassment. 

 
All of the school's Health and Safety policies will be incorporated as appropriate into the 
school's student and staff handbooks and will be reviewed on an ongoing basis in the 
school's staff development efforts and Governing Board policies. 

 
All Health and Safety policies approved by the Governing Board will be submitted to the 
Idaho Public Charter School Commission upon approval by the Governing Board. 
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15. Describe admission procedures, including provision for over-enrollment, 
which specify equitable selection processes for the initial year, as well as 
subsequent years of operation. In addition, include enrollment capacity 
of the charter school. 

 
As a virtual charter school, INSPIRE's enrollment capacity is quite flexible, technically 
limited only by parent demand and by the availability of highly qualified teachers. 
However, because INSPIRE will place a high priority on quality of service to its students, it 
has established enrollment goals for each year. In any given year, if applications for 
admission by the enrollment deadline exceed that year's projected enrollment goal by more 
than 50%, the Governing Board may vote to put into place the fair and equitable selection 
process, including admissions preferences, described below. 

Enrollment goals for each of the first five years of school operation are: 
 
 

INSPIRE admission procedures are proposed as follows, in keeping with IDAPA 08.02.04, 
Section 203. 

Enrollment Opportunities: INSPIRE will provide enrollment opportunities to students 
throughout Idaho following the procedures outlined in Element 17, below, which conform 
with the requirements of IDAPA 08.02.04, Section 203.02. 

Enrollment Deadline: Each year, an enrollment deadline will be established, and all 
outreach activities will begin at least three months prior to that deadline. 

Requests for Admission: To apply for enrollment for their children, parents must complete 
a simple application form that conforms to the requirements of IDAPA 08.02.04, Section 
203.4. Applicants are encouraged, but not required, to attend informational sessions 
prior to enrolling in INSPIRE. INSPIRE will conduct multiple Information Sessions for 
families in Spring and Summer 2005, following approval of the charter. These sessions 
will be held in different parts of Idaho to assure that families from a variety of 
communities are able to attend. INSPIRE will use these sessions to provide a complete 
array of information about its program, including its curriculum, teaching methods, 
technology resources and testing requirements. 

Many families may visit the website (www.connectionsacademy.com) or call the toll-free 
information line (800-382-6010) to learn about INSPIRE. The website contains information 
about the proposed charter school, its Personalized Performance Learning approach, and its 
curriculum. The site also contains a regularly updated set of Frequently Asked Questions 
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and their answers. When the charter has been approved, the site will be expanded to 
include application information and procedures, the INSPIRE School Handbook, and other 
useful tools for prospective students and their families. 

Through its recruitment/marketing and application guidance activities, INSPIRE will 
disclose full details about its program and encourage families to carefully consider its 
academic and parental involvement demands before applying. INSPIRE will also provide 
tools (such as an online self-quiz and contact with a Connections Academy education 
counselor if desired) to help parents decide whether INSPIRE is truly the right fit for their 
children and themselves. 

To finalize their enrollment, parents complete all enrollment and placement activities in a 
timely and complete fashion. This includes signing all necessary school-family agreements 
(such as the sample Parent/Learning Coach Agreement, Exhibit G). INSPIRE families 
will have the opportunity to receive extensive training prior to the start of the school year. 
This is particularly important for families whose children have only been in a public 
school setting or for those who have had limited exposure to technology. The training 
includes a thorough orientation to the Learning Management System and practice lessons 
for the students. Families also receive a book on virtual schooling that provides guidelines 
on everything from setting up a classroom in the home to how to handle more than one 
student. 

Admission Preferences: INSPIRE will not discriminate against pupils on the basis of sex, 
race, religion, national origin, ancestry, creed, pregnancy, marital status, sexual orientation, 
or physical, mental, emotional, or learning disability or handicap in its education programs 
or activities, including its admissions policies and procedures. INSPIRE will establish 
admission preferences and priority of preferences for initial and subsequent years as 
permitted in IDAPA 08.02.04, Sections 203.05-07, as follows: 

 
 

• Priority of Preferences for Initial Enrollment: In Year 1 of INSPIRE, 
preferences will be given first to children of founders, if any, limited to no more 
than 10% of initial capacity; "founders" shall be defined as the founding group 
members listed on the Articles of Incorporation as well as initial members of the 
Governing Board. Second priority will be given to siblings of students selected by 
through the equitable selection process described below. Third priority will be given 
to students selected through the equitable selection process described below. (As a 
virtual charter school, INSPIRE has the entire state of Idaho as an "attendance 
area," so no meaningful preference can be given for attendance area residence.) 

• Priority of Preferences for Subsequent Enrollment Periods: In Years 2 and 
beyond, enrollment preferences at INSPIRE shall go first to returning pupils, 
second to children of founders, third to siblings of enrolled pupils, and fourth to 
students selected through the equitable selection process described below. 

Proposed Attendance List: Each year, as recommended in IDAPA 08.02.04, Section 
203.08, INSPIRE will maintain a proposed attendance list containing the names of all 
prospective students on whose behalf a request for admission was timely received by the 
school. The list of names will be separated by grade level, with columns designating the 
admissions preference status of each student (e.g., "A" for returning student preference, 
"B" for founder's preference, "C" for sibling preference). 
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Equitable Selection Process: In any given year, should the number of applications to 
INSPIRE exceed the school's enrollment goals by more than 50%, the Governing Board 
may vote to implement a lottery to ensure an equitable and impartial selection process. 
The lottery will follow the model process set forth in IDAPA 08.02.04, Section 203.09. 
The Governing Board will select an independent organization -a "third, neutral party" as 
recommended in the model process -to conduct and oversee the lottery at a separate and 
accessible location at least 30 days prior to the start of school. Families of applicants will 
be invited but not required to attend. During the lottery, the model selection process will 
continue until the entire applicant pool has been exhausted. First, the open position 
candidates will be assigned, following the preferences outlined above, and then a waiting 
list will be generated. 

 
Results of the lottery will be certified as "true and correct" by the organization conducting 
the lottery within 24 hours of the event, and posted prominently on the INSPIRE website. 
Persons contesting the lottery results, on whatever grounds, will have 48 hours to present a 
letter specifically detailing their concerns. The INSPIRE Governing Board will consider all 
written protests and will make a determination as to whether to repeat the lottery or proceed 
with the original results. 

 
Applicants on the "accepted" list will be notified by mail within five (5) business days 
following the final certification of lottery results, and parents will have ten (10) days in 
which to sign a commitment letter to indicate the pupil will attend the school. If the signed 
commitment letter is not returned within the allotted period of time, enrollment at INSPIRE 
will be offered to the next student on the waiting list, whose parents will have five (5) 
business days in which to respond with a signed commitment letter. As vacancies arise 
during the school year, enrollment opportunities will continue to be offered to those on the 
waiting list in a similar fashion. 

 
The processes by which waiting lists are developed and maintained annually are described 
in Element 16, below. 
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16. A statement describing how waiting lists will be developed and 
renewed annually. 

 
As described in Element 15, above, the INSPIRE Governing Board may decide to conduct 
a lottery for admission (following the model procedures set forth in IDAPA 08.02.04, 
Section 203.09) in any year in which the number of prospective exceed the enrollment 
goal by more than 50%. Each year's lottery will generate a waiting list following the 
enrollment preferences outlined above. 

During any given school year, vacancies created by students leaving INSPIRE shall be 
filled from the waiting list. Enrollees selected from the waiting list will be notified by 
mail and will have five (5) business days in which to respond with a signed letter of 
commitment. 

The waiting list for a given school year shall not roll over to the next school year; a new 
selection list and waiting list will be generated each year in which the Governing Board 
determines that the number of prospective students requires implementation of the 
equitable lottery process. 
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17. Describe the manner in which citizens residing in the compact and 
contiguous attendance area of the charter school will be made aware 
of enrollment opportunities. 

 
As a virtual charter school, INSPIRE has an attendance area that covers the entire state of 
Idaho. INSPIRE will actively recruit families that represent the full cultural, demographic 
and socioeconomic range of Idaho communities. To do so, INSPIRE will use a variety of 
means to inform families about its services and provide them an opportunity to enroll, 
including: 

• Direct mail: After approval of the charter, INSPIRE will conduct one or more direct 
mail campaigns announcing the school to families with children throughout Idaho. In a 
typical mailing, INSPIRE will send out a postcard inviting parents to attend an 
Information Session (see below), visit the website, and/or contact the call center. 
INSPIRE may also use electronic mail to supplement its physical mail campaign. 

 
• Information sessions: INSPIRE will conduct multiple Information Sessions for 

families in Spring and Summer 2005, following approval of the charter. These sessions 
will be held across Idaho to ensure that families from a variety of communities are able 
to attend. INSPIRE will use these sessions to provide a complete array of information 
about its program, including its curriculum, teaching methods, technology resources 
and testing requirements. 

 
• Web site: INSPIRE will launch and maintain a website 

(www.connectionsacademy.com) that contains information about the proposed charter 
school, its Personalized Performance Learning approach, and its curriculum. The site 
also contains a regularly updated set of Frequently Asked Questions and their 
answers. When the charter has been approved, the site will be expanded to include 
application information and procedures, the School Handbook, and other useful tools 
for prospective students and their families. 

 
• Telephone/e-mail information service: INSPIRE has launched and will maintain a 

toll• free information line (800-382-6010) and an email information service 
(info@connectionsacademy.com) to answer parents' questions about the contract 
school. 

 
• Community and youth services partnerships: As part of its outreach process, 

INSPIRE will provide information about the school to community, family, and 
youth• serving organizations such as Boys and Girls Clubs; reach out to residential 
facilities; and seek partnerships with parent groups, health-related organizations; and 
organizations for young performers and athletes. 

 
• School district referrals and outreach: INSPIRE will take every opportunity to brief 

school administrators and guidance personnel on INSPIRE as an alternative for 
students 
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who might benefit from individualized instruction in a non-classroom setting. 
 

• Media outreach: INSPIRE will make limited use of paid media, primarily 
advertisements in community newspapers and radio service announcements, but 
will take full advantage of the local media's interest in promoting community events 
relevant to Idaho residents in order to inform parents about INSPIRE informational 
sessions and to raise awareness of the school. 

 
In future years, current INSPIRE parents will play a leading role in serving as a source of 

information about the school and referring other families. 
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18. Describe the manner in which the annual audit of financial 
and programmatic operations is to be conducted. 

 

INSPIRE will undergo an annual audit of both its finances and its program. 
 

As described more fully in Element 29, INSPIRE will be seeking to contract with an 
education management organization that provides the Connections Academy curriculum, 
has significant experience in supporting virtual schools nationwide, and is in good standing 
with all regulatory authorities concerning its financial management services. Timely 
annual audits conducted by outside auditors will be a key element required by the 
management contract. 

 
The INSPIRE Governing Board will designate one of its members as the board treasurer 
who will work closely with the management organization to review the financial 
statements, authorize payments and report monthly to the board. The board will also 
appoint an audit committee and will engage a local auditor who will review the financials 
on a periodic basis and will also issue a final year end audit report. 

 
In addition, the INSPIRE Governing Board will appoint a program audit committee which will 

engage an independent evaluator to audit the INSPIRE program on an annual basis. 
INSPIRE hopes to arrange for such evaluation services from an Idaho-based institution of 
higher education. 

 
The results of both the financial and program audit will be reported to all INSPIRE stakeholders, 

including parents, the Idaho Department of Education, the Idaho Public Charter School 
Commission, and the community, as part of the school's annual report. 
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19. Outline procedures for suspension, expulsion and re-enrollment of 
students. 

 
INSPIRE understands that it is responsible for ensuring a safe school environment. 
Furthermore, it expects all students emailed in INSPIRE to accept responsibility for their 
actions and behavior. Appropriate conduct is expected of all students at INSPIRE. The 
student's code of conduct, summarized below, will be explained in the school Handbook () 
and includes steps to be followed in the event of misbehavior. 

Discipline, Suspension and Expulsion Policies: The description below is provided as an 
initial guideline. The INSPIRE Governing Board will adopt comprehensive discipline, 
suspension and expulsion policies which will be in accordance with students' rights and 
with Section 33-205, Idaho Code and any other applicable law, including compliance 
with due process hearing provisions. The discipline policies will be developed to identify 
the types of conduct subject to discipline, to offer an opportunity for a hearing in which the 
student may present evidence to defend his/her actions, and, finally, to offer the student a 
forum in which to appeal an adverse decision. The School Handbook and the discipline 
policies will be approved by the INSPIRE Governing Board and will be reviewed at least 
once every three (3) years, more often if necessary. The Governing Board will review the 
policies to be sure they are within all current legal guidelines and are consistent with the 
school's mission and educational program. 

 
Suspension: The INSPIRE principal may temporarily suspend any pupil for disciplinary 
reasons or for other conduct disruptive of good order or of the instructional effectiveness of 
the school. Violations that may lead to suspension include, but are not limited to, the 
following breaches of conduct, whether committed electronically or in person: 

 
• Cheating on tests or daily work: A student who knowingly participates in 

copying, using another student's work and representing it as his or her own 
(for example, students transmitting their work electronically for another 
student's use), or who provides other students with test answers or answer 
keys, or otherwise uses unauthorized materials in an assignment or assessment 
situation. 

• Abusive conduct: A student who uses or engages in using abusive language or 
conduct in the presence of others in person or electronically. 

• Vandalism: A student who intentionally damages or destroys school property or 
records (physical or electronic). In these instances the school reserves the right to 
contact the proper law enforcement agency. 

• Theft and robbery: A student who takes money or other property (physical or 
electronic) with the intent to deprive another person or the school of that 
property. The threat or the use of force or violence is considered a serious breach 
of conduct. In these instances the school reserves the right to contact the proper 
law enforcement agency. 

• Sexual harassment: A student who subjects another to any unwelcome sexual 
advances including verbal harassment, unwelcome or inappropriate touching, or 
suggestions, requests, or demands for sexual favors. 
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• Harassment/bullying: A student who singles another out with antagonistic and 
threatening behavior, whether online or in person. 

Due Process for Suspensions: Prior to suspending any student, the principal shall 
grant an informal hearing, convened with the student, parent/guardian, school 
principal and other staff members as appropriate, on the reasons for the suspension 
and the opportunity to challenge those reasons. At this hearing, the student and 
parent/ guardian will be informed by the school principal of the charges. Should 
the student not admit to the charges, he or she will be provided an explanation of the 
evidence. The student will be provided with an opportunity to present his or her 
version of the occurrence. If the school principal determines that the occurrence 
justifies suspension, the student and parent/ guardian will be informed and written 
notice will be sent to the student and parent/guardian. Students and 
parents/guardians will also be notified in writing of their rights. 

Duration of Suspensions: A temporary suspension shall not exceed five (5) school 
days in length; and the head of school/superintendent may extend the temporary 
suspension an additional ten (10) school days. Provided, that on a finding by the 
Governing Board that immediate return to school attendance by the temporarily 
suspended student would be detrimental to other pupils' health, welfare or safety, the 
Governing Board may extend the temporary suspension for an additional five (5) 
school days. Any pupil who has been suspended may be readmitted by the principal 
who suspended him upon such reasonable conditions as said principal may prescribe. 

 
Board Notification: The INSPIRE Governing Board shall be notified of any temporary 

suspensions, the reasons therefore, and the response, if any, thereto. 
 

Expulsion: The Governing Board may deny enrollment, or may deny attendance at 
INSPIRE by expulsion, to any pupil who is an habitual truant, or who is incorrigible, or 
whose conduct, in the judgment of the board, is such as to be continuously disruptive of 
school discipline, or of the instructional effectiveness of the school, or whose presence in a 
public school is detrimental to the health and safety of other pupils, or who has been 
expelled from another school district in this state or any other state. Specific violations by 
INSPIRE students that may lead to expulsion include: 

• Weapon or firearm: The school shall expel from school for a period of not less 
than one (1) year, twelve (12) calendar months, or may deny enrollment to, a 
student who has been found to have carried a weapon (including a bomb or 
explosive) or firearms on school property or at any school sponsored event in this 
state or any other state, except that the Governing Board may modify the expulsion 
or denial of enrollment order on a case-by-case basis. 

• Controlled substances: Possession of or sale of controlled substances 
or paraphernalia at the school or at any school-sponsored event. 

• Criminal behavior. 
• Arson. 

 
Due process for Expulsions: If charges are brought against a student, which could 
result in an expulsion, the Governing Board will convene a formal expulsion 
hearing 
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which will include the student, parent/ guardian, school principal, and other staff members 
as appropriate, presided over by a hearing officer (a neutral professional with experience in 
school discipline issues engaged as needed by the school for this purpose). No pupil shall 
be expelled nor denied enrollment without the Governing Board having first given written 
notice to the parent or guardian of the pupil, which notice shall state the grounds for the 
proposed expulsion or denial of enrollment and the time and place where such parent or 
guardian may appear to contest the action of the Board to deny school attendance, and 
which notice shall also state the rights of the pupil to be represented by counsel, to produce 
witnesses and submit evidence on his 
own behalf, and to cross-examine any adult witnesses who may appear against him. 
Within a reasonable period of time following such notification, the Governing Board shall 
grant the pupil and his parents or guardian a full and fair hearing on the proposed 
expulsion or denial of enrollment. However, the Board shall allow a reasonable period of 
time between such notification and the holding of such hearing to allow the pupil and his 
parents or guardian to prepare their response to the charge. Any pupil who is within the 
age of compulsory attendance, who is expelled or denied enrollment as herein provided, 
shall come under the purview of the juvenile corrections act, and an authorized 
representative of the Governing Board shall, within five (5) days, give written notice of the 
pupil's expulsion to the prosecuting attorney of the county of the pupil's residence. 

Students with Disabilities: Discipline of students with disabilities shall be in accordance 
with the requirements of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 29 U.S.C. 794 (sec. 
504), the Individuals with Disabilities in Education Act, 20 U.S.C. 1400 et. seq. (IDEA), the 
American with Disabilities Act, 42 U.S.C. 12101 et. seq. (ADA). An authorized representative 
of the board shall report such student and incident to the appropriate law enforcement agency 
if there is an alleged violation of law. 

Data Reporting on Suspensions and Expulsions: The school will include data on 
suspensions and expulsions in its annual performance report to the Idaho Department of 
Education and the Idaho Charter School Commission. 
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20. Include provision that ensures all staff members will be enrolled in and 
covered by Public Employee Retirement System, Federal Social 
Security, Unemployment Insurance/Worker's Compensation Insurance. 

 
INSPIRE intends to attract and retain the highest-quality staff, and its employee benefits 
will reflect this intention. Among other benefits, INSPIRE staff will participate in: 

 
a. Public Employee Retirement System (PERSI): All eligible INSPIRE staff will be 

enrolled in PERSI, and the school will coordinate such participation, as 
appropriate, with the Social Security system or other reciprocal systems in the 
future. INSPIRE will make appropriate arrangements with the Idaho Department of 
Education to insure proper reporting of required payroll deductions and related data 
to the appropriate agencies. The school may also explore other retirement 
alternatives if feasible and if so directed by the Governing Board. 

 
b. Federal Social Security: As noted above, INSPIRE staff will have the same 

participation in Federal Social Security as do other Idaho public school 
employees. 

 
c. Unemployment Insurance/Worker's Compensation Insurance: INSPIRE staff 

will be covered for unemployment and worker's compensation, with all 
appropriate payroll deductions and reporting handled by the school. 
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21. Include a public school attendance alternative for students residing 
within the school district who choose not to attend the charter school. 

 
As a charter school seeking original approval by the Idaho Charter School Commission, 
INSPIRE will not be authorized by or otherwise connected to any individual Idaho school 
district. However, as a statewide virtual charter school, INSPIRE will be a school of 
choice for students in every district. Each of these students will also have the choice to 
attend his or her local public school and/or an available public brick-and-mortar charter 
school rather enrolling in INSPIRE. 
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22. Describe the transfer rights of any employee choosing to work in a 
charter school, and the right of this employee to return to any non• 
charter school in the district. 

 
As a statewide virtual charter school seeking approval by the Idaho Charter School 
Commission, INSPIRE will not be authorized by or otherwise connected to any individual 
school district. Therefore, the transfer and return rights of district teachers are not within 
INSPIRE's purview. 
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23. Include provision that ensures that the staff of the charter school shall 
be considered a separate unit for purposes of collective bargaining. 

 
The INSPIRE staff will be considered its own unit for purposes of collective bargaining, 
should the staff choose to pursue a collective bargaining agreement. 
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24. Outline procedures to be followed by the charter school and the 
entity granting the charter to resolve disputes relating to provisions 
of the charter. 

 
The Idaho Public Charter School Commission and the Board of Directors of INSPIRE will 
resolve disputes relating to the provisions of this charter by following procedures set forth in 
section 33-5209, Idaho Code, and the applicable rules of the State Board of Education, 
including a notice of defect and submission of a corrective plan of action. 
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25. Outline provisions for how special education services will be provided. 
 

INSPIRE is committed to serving children with disabilities whether such children are 
currently or newly identified as disabled. The INSPIRE teaching staff will include at least 
one appropriately certified special education teacher, and together with the Connections 
Academy's Special Education Director and staff -who possess extensive experience in 
providing support and services to children with disabilities using the virtual school 
instructional model -INSPIRE will be able to effectively meet the needs of special 
learners. 

As a public school INSPIRE shall, through its policies and procedures, comply with all 
applicable requirements of the Individuals with Disabilities Act, 20 U.S.C. 1400 et. Seq. 
(IDEA), and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 29 U.S.C. 794 (sec. 504). 
INSPIRE will provide a free appropriate public education (FAPE) to children with 
disabilities, including, but not limited to, identifying, evaluating, planning educational 
programs, conducting IEP team meetings, arranging for the provision of any necessary 
related services through charter school staff and contractual arrangement with local school 
districts or private providers, and implementing placements in accordance with those 
Acts. To ensure that INSPIRE's special education services are in keeping with Idaho best 
practices, the INSPIRE Governing Board will review and adopt the Idaho Special 
Education Manual, September 2001 (and any future updates of this manual) as its special 
education policy. 

 
Specifically, INSPIRE will provide special education services as follows. 

 
a. Identification/Evaluation 

• Coordination/Location: INSPIRE will designate one staff member as its Child 
Find coordinator, who together with Connections Academy special education staff 
will conduct Child Find coordination and location activities. These activities shall 
include coordination with appropriate state and local organizations and agencies, 
as well as ensuring public awareness both inside and outside the INSPIRE 
community through outreach each fall about INSPIRE special education services 
and procedures. 

• Screening: The INSPIRE principal and special education staff, together with 
the Connections Academy special education team, will regularly review 
assessment results and other data to identify any possible special education 
needs among INSPIRE students. 

• Prereferral: The INSPIRE staff will form a Child Study team consisting of teachers, 
special education teacher, principal, and Connections Academy specialists to 
handle all prereferrals, which may be made by teachers, parents, or others. The 
Child Study team will determined if the student's needs can be met through 
curriculum modifications and interventions or if a formal referral for special 
education evaluation is warranted. If the former, the teacher then implements and 
documents suggested modifications, lesson adaptations, and alternative 
instructional strategies, as well as the student's level of success with each. 



 

• Referral: If the Child Study team suspects that a student requires 
special educational services, the following procedures are 
implemented: 

o The INSPIRE teacher consults with the principal and Connections 
Academy Special Education Director to complete an official 
special education referral. The parent is notified of this referral. 

o Parental consent for the student evaluation is obtained and the appropriate 
evaluations are arranged. Parents are sent a copy of Procedural 
Safeguards. 

o Parent is invited to the interdisciplinary Child Study team meeting to 
review the assessment results. The team determines if the student has a 
disability and which least-restrictive special education services are 
required. 

o Individualized Education Plan (IEP) meeting is scheduled -at the INSPIRE 
office, at another mutually agreeable site, or by telephone -and the parents 
are invited to attend. IEP goals are formulated with parental consent. 

o IEP is implemented. 
 

b. Programming 
Since INSPIRE is a program focused on individualization, flexibility and personalization 
it is often a very good fit for students with special needs. INSPIRE can be an appropriate 
setting for students with special needs by providing: 

• 1:1 individualized instruction 
• A team of adults focused on student success 
• Ongoing consultation with special educators and certified teachers to assist 

with adapting and modifying assignments to meet specific student needs 
• Personalized Learning Plans 
• A safe and directed environment 
• Reduced environmental distractions 
• Frequent progress checks, evaluations and reports 
• Flexible schedule that allows for students to move at their own pace 
• Ability to separate academics from socialization 
• Recommendations for/provision of software (e.g., keyboarding or speech 

recognition software) to facilitate communication, organization and skill 
development and to address special needs. 

• INSPIRE may provide an alternative program for approved grade levels. 
 

These factors, along with the presence of a caring and committed adult - the learning coach 
- enable the regular INSPIRE program to provide programs for the large majority of 
students with special learning needs in the least restrictive environment as required by the 
Idaho Special Education Manual, September 2001. This is accomplished through the 
implementation of specific instructional approaches and learning strategies via a 
consultative service model, an approach that is already successfully demonstrated in other 
virtual schools. With specific guidance and specialized consultation from a certified 
special educator, learning coaches are able to utilize specific strategies and deliver 
individualized instruction in a much more personalized manner than is possible in many 
other settings. 
This model requires good communication between the special educator, the learning coach, 
and the student, but proves to be highly effective for students that require individualized 
instruction. 
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Some students also have specific needs that will require additional direct services (such as 
speech and occupational therapy, etc.). If it is determined that INSPIRE is a good 
educational fit for these students, INSPIRE will work with local school districts and other 
service providers to secure the services mandated by the IEPs (refer to 26d, Services, below 
for more information on securing related services). 

 
c. Individual Education Plans (IEP) 

L Development: Seeabove. 
11. Review: All families applying to INSPIRE must disclose if their child has an IEP 

in place. During the enrollment process INSPIRE will review the existing IEP 
and take one of the following actions: 

• The IEP already reflects a virtual environment, and the student 
continues through the enrollment process with the existing, compliant 
IEP. 

• The INSPIRE special education staff feels the student's needs can be 
appropriately met in the least restrictive environment in a virtual setting, but 
the IEP does not reflect such a placement. The student continues with the 
enrollment process, and within the first 90 days of school an IEP conference is 
held by the INSPIRE team to revise the IEP and document the student's official 
change of placement. 

• The IEP does not reflect a virtual placement, and the INSPIRE special 
education staff does not feel that the student's needs will be appropriately met 
in the least restrictive environment with a virtual setting. INSPIRE refers the 
student back to his or her current school/resident district to secure a setting in 
which the IEP can be effectively implemented. 

To support enrolled students with IEPs in an ongoing manner, INSPIRE will: 
• Provide Annual Reviews of the IEP including a review of student 

progress within the existing IEP, creation of new IEP goals; and obtaining 
parent consent for and approval of new IEP. 

• Provide a qualified administrator to oversee IEP meetings. 
• Participate in Tri-annual Reviews, in which students are formally 

reassessed every three years 
In order to make efficient use of staff resources, IEP meetings may be held at the INSPIRE 

office, at another mutually agreeable site, or by telephone. Specific arrangements 
will be made on a case-by-case basis and will be in accordance with all applicable 
law 

111. Revision: See above. 
 

d. Services 
Although most special education services can be delivered within INSPIRE's 
consultative model (as described in 26b above), the school also provides a variety of 
additional related services to students with special needs. In accordance with each 
student's IEP, INSPIRE will secure any IEP-mandated related services by contracting 
with local school districts or private service providers. Such services may include, but are 
not limited to, speech• language therapy, occupational therapy, or even specialized direct 
resource instruction (if specifically required by the IEP). The school then facilitates 
arrangements between the 
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families and service providers to ensure that proper scheduling, facilities use, and 
consistent student attendance occurs. Such service models have been successfully 
implemented by existing virtual schools in Idaho and by Connections Academy virtual 
schools in other states, as evidenced by sample contracts in Exhibit H. 

Specific services will be arranged once the INSPIRE charter has been approved and the 
actual needs of enrolled INSPIRE students have been determined based on IEP review. 
However, the INSPIRE team has had initial discussions with selected school districts 
around Idaho to begin assessing where services may be available through districts and 
where private arrangements will need to be made. In these initial discussions, for example, 
Boise School District and Coeur D'Alene School District have both confirmed their interest 
in and ability to provide services to INSPIRE students on a contract basis. Idaho Falls 
School District has indicated that it cannot provide such services itself, but has referred the 
INSPIRE team to a credible private provider in the area from whom services can be 
contracted. Based on the specific needs of enrolled students, the INSPIRE and Connections 
Academy special education staffs will conduct similar discussions with both school 
districts and private providers in the immediate geographic area of each student in need of 
services, and expects to execute contracts similar to those shown in Exhibit H. 

 
 

e. Discipline Policy 
As noted above, the INSPIRE Governing Board is expected to adopt the Idaho Special 
Education Manual, September 2001 (and any future updates of this manual), including its 
discipline provisions, as its special education policy. 

Discipline of students with special needs is also described in Element 19, above. 
 
 

f. Budget 

INSPIRE will have LEA status for purposes of seeking federal funding, a significant 
portion of which will be sought for special education services. From Year 1 forward, 
INSPIRE intends to have at least one teacher on staff who has special education 
certifications, and will be fully supported by the Connections Academy Director of Special 
Education. As enrollment grows, the school may employ one or more local specialists who 
will coordinate IEP development, review and revisions and assist teachers in making 
necessary curriculum modifications. 

 

The budget projection on the following page provides INSPIRE's estimated special 
education costs, based on an assumption of 12% of total ADA classified as special 
education with a distribution of specific special education needs based on experience in 
other Connections Academy schools of similar size. 
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ESTIMATED BUDGET FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION 
 

 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 

Enrollment - Total 520 1,040 1,560 2,080 2,925 

ADA (95% attendance) 494 988 1,482 1,976 2,779 

Special Education Enrollment 59 119 178 237 333 

      

SPECIFIC NEEDS - ANTICIPATED NUMBER OF STUDENTS (based on Connections Academy schools nationally)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

COST OF SERVICES (based on Connections Academy schools nationally) 

Autism $ 16,379 $ 32,757 $ 49,136 $ 65,515 $ 92,130 

Emotionally Impaired $ 86,348 $ 172,697 $ 259,045 $ 345,393 $ 485,709 

Gifted $ 17,435 $ 34,871 $ 52,306 $ 69,741 $ 98,074 

Hearing Impaired $ 13,944 $ 27,888 $ 41,832 $ 55,776 $ 78,434 

Mental Retardation $ 39,334 $ 78,668 $ 118,002 $ 157,336 $ 221,254 

Multiple Disabilities $ 17,520 $ 35,040 $ 52,560 $ 70,079 $ 98,549 

Other Health Impaired $ 11,515 $ 23,030 $ 34,545 $ 46,061 $ 64,773 

Physical Disability $ 26,139 $ 52,278 $ 78,417 $ 104,556 $ 147,032 

Specific Learning Disability $ 386,572 $ 773,144 $ 1,159,716 $ 1,546,287 $ 2,174,467 

Speech/Language $ 66,870 $ 133,739 $ 200,609 $ 267,478 $ 376,141 

TBI $ 14,421 $ 28,841 $ 43,262 $ 57,683 $ 81,117 

Total Cost of Special Ed $ 696,476 $ 1,392,953 $ 2,089,429 $ 2,785,905 $ 3,917,680 

Regular Per Pupil Funding $ 296,400 $ 592,800 $ 889,200 $ 1,185,600 $ 1,667,250 (est. $5,000 per student) 

Special Education Funds 
Required $ 400,076 $ 800,153 $ 1,200,229 $ 1,600,305 $ 2,250,430 
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g. Transportation 
It is anticipated that many INSPIRE special education students will require modified 
curriculum and instructional strategies to meet their IEPs, which means that their 
transportation needs will be limited to bringing the school services to their homes via 
technology. For students who require outside services, such as speech therapy or 
occupational therapy, INSPIRE will arrange for these services to be provided within 
convenient driving distance of the students' homes; parents will be expected to provide 
transportation to these services, with reimbursement for mileage available from the school 
consistent with Idaho Code § 33-1503. If parents are unable to provide necessary 
transportation due to economic need or other circumstances, INSPIRE will work with the 
family to provide for alternative transportation (such as appropriately insured and certified 
local medical van service). Estimated transportation costs are included in the budget 
above. 
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26. Describe the manner in which gifted and talented students will be 
served including a plan for identification and service. 

 
 

INSPIRE will use its placement process, parent input, and teacher observation to identify 
gifted and talented students, which as defined in IDAPA 08.02.03.999 and Idaho Code 33- 
2001 are those students "possessing demonstrated or potential abilities that give evidence 
of high performing capabilities in intellectual, creative, specific academic or leadership 
areas, or ability in the performing or visual arts and who require services or activities not 
ordinarily provided by the school in order to fully develop such capabilities." 

 
INSPIRE's Personalized Learning approach will ensure that gifted and talented students 
are provided with the most appropriate curriculum, pacing, and teaching approach from 
day one. INSPIRE teachers work closely with Connections Academy curriculum 
specialists and learning coaches to assure a steady flow of enrichment activities for these 
students. 

 
In the INSPIRE virtual environment, students are able to work significantly above grade 
level and pursue their special talents and interests without fear of ostracism or other 
negative social repercussions that gifted students sometimes face in a more traditional 
school setting. 
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27. Describe the manner by which Limited English Proficiency services will 
be provided. 

 
INSPIRE will utilize required criteria and procedures to identify students who are Limited 
English Proficiency (LEP) and meet their learning needs. 

During the enrollment process, the parents of all incoming INSPIRE students will be asked 
to indicate the language(s) spoken in their home; Connections Academy enrollment 
counselors may also inquire about language learning needs while facilitating completion of 
the enrollment process for incoming families. Students who are identified through this 
process as possibly needing language assistance will be tested using a standardized English 
language proficiency test such as Language Assessment Scales or the Language Proficiency 
Testing Series to verify the need. 

INSPIRE anticipates that a portion of its LEP students can be very effectively served by 
the basic INSPIRE program. The individualized pace of the program allows students to 
move more quickly through subjects where language is not a factor and spend more time 
on reading and writing activities. A Connections Academy curriculum specialist with 
LEP/ESL training is available to work with INSPIRE teachers, learning coaches and 
students to adapt the core material for LEP students and provide appropriate supplemental 
resources, including various technologies that can facilitate language acquisition. 

To meet the needs of LEP students with less English speaking proficiency, Connections 
Academy will deploy a more comprehensive English as a Second Language (ESL) 
instructional approach, including adapted materials for students and parents and special 
training for teachers certified to teach ESL. Additional services may be provided through 
programs already in place for public school students. 
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28. Describe facilities to be used by the school. 
 

As a virtual charter school, INSPIRE will not require a physical facility for day-to-day 
learning. Students will work from the setting of their families' choice, such as the home or 
a supervised community location. 

INSPIRE does anticipate leasing permanent office space to serve as a "teaching center" 
where administrative and teaching staff will work and where families may periodically 
meet with staff and use school resources. The facility selected will be in an attractive 
and safe area in the Boise metropolitan area (possibly on the campus of Boise State 
University) providing good access for administrators and teachers and any students or 
parents who visit the school. The facility will have a certificate of occupancy, be air- 
conditioned, heated and illuminated with fluorescent lights, provide male and female 
bathrooms and parking, will be handicapped accessible, and will be fully equipped with 
sprinklers and other fire safety equipment. 

The facility will provide the necessary infrastructure to support the required computer 
network. Should there be a need for further renovations, they will be made in compliance with 
applicable building and safety codes and will be completed prior to the beginning of the school 
year. 

The INSPIRE budget includes funds for lease of such a facility, estimated at current 
market prices. INSPIRE has also included a budget provision for contracting for cleaning 
service for its administrative offices. Facility maintenance will be the responsibility of the 
commercial space provider. 
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29. Outline the manner in which administrative services of the school are to 
be provided. 

 
INSPIRE intends to contract with an educational management organization that has a 
proven track record in providing administrative support services to virtual public schools 
across the nation and that also provides the Connections Academy curriculum and 
technology services described above. 

All contracting will be conducted by the Governing Board consistent with the provisions of 
Idaho Code §§ 33-601 and -507, as well as all Idaho statutory provisions regarding conflict 
of interest and ethical provisions. The Governing Board will execute a detailed 
management contract with the selected educational management organization, which will 
be expected to provide a complete range of services from coordination of school start-up 
activities, recruiting of staff for Governing Board approval, planning and coordination of 
student outreach/marketing, grant-writing, financial and payroll management, human 
resources management, and facilitation of financial and program audits. 

The management contract will detail those services which the management organization 
will provide directly and those services for which it will serve as a payment agent for the 
Governing Board. The contract will also include specific terms for performance by the 
management organization and a process by which the contract can be terminated for non• 
performance or breach. 

The contracted management organization will present a summary of each charge every 
month, provide monthly financial statements as outlined in the financial statement section 
and will also provide an updated annual forecast to the Governing Board at each of its 
meetings. 

All certificated employees will be hired by the Board and will be employees of INSPIRE. 
In general all classified employees will be employees of INSPIRE. In employing these 
individuals, the Board will be in strict compliance with Idaho Code §§33-513, -514, -514A, 
-515, -515A, -516, -517-517A and -518. 
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30. Describe potential civil liability effects upon the school and upon 
the district. 

 
As a public charter school, INSPIRE has the same civil liability as a traditional public school 
district, and its employees, trustees and officers shall enjoy the same immunities as 
employees, trustees and officers of traditional public school districts and other public schools. 
INSPIRE will have appropriate insurance coverage for such liability (see Exhibit I). 

 
INSPIRE is seeking its public charter school authorization from the Idaho Charter School 
Commission, which shall have no liability for the acts, omissions, debts or other obligations of 
a public charter school, except as may be provided in the charter. No local public school district 
shall have liability for INSPIRE's acts, omissions, debts or other obligations. 
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31. Include documentation of organization under the Idaho 
Nonprofit Corporation Act. 

 
See Exhibit B, Articles of Incorporation and initial Bylaws. 
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32. Include documentation regarding insurance for liability and 
property loss. 

 
See Exhibit I for certificate of insurance documenting coverage for INSPIRE and the State 
Board of Education for liability and property loss. 

 
INSPIRE will also purchase insurance for Errors and Omissions as recommended in Idaho 
Code, Section 33-5204(2). Funds for this insurance coverage are included in the budget line 
item for liability insurance. 
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33. Describe the manner by which eligible students from the charter school 
shall be allowed to participate in dual enrollment in non-charter schools 
within the District as provided for in Chapter 2, Title 33, Idaho Code. 

 
According to Title 33, Section 203 of the Idaho Code, the parent or guardian of a child of 
school age who is enrolled in a public charter school shall be allowed to enroll the student 
in a public school for dual enrollment purposes. 

 
Since the INSPIRE program is full-time and provides a comprehensive, integrated 
curriculum, it is anticipated that such requests will be for supplementary and enrichment 
courses, and will be handled by INSPIRE on a case-by-case basis. 

 
INSPIRE will establish a clear policy and procedure by which INSPIRE students may 
request dual enrollment and by which INSPIRE will work out financial arrangements with 
the public school district(s) in which its students may dual-enroll. 
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34. Describe the compact and contiguous attendance area of the 
charter school. 

 
As a virtual charter school, INSPIRE will serve the entire state of Idaho. See Element 
17 for a discussion of how INSPIRE will inform families in every region of the state 
about enrollment opportunities at the school. 
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35. Outline transportation services for students, including estimated 
first year cost. 

 

Students at INSPIRE will not require transportation services for regular school activities. 
INSPIRE expects to collect "transportation equivalent" funds to cover the cost of 
transporting the virtual charter school to all of its students as provided for in SB 1443 
passed in 2004, but will include such funding in its budget only pending consultation with 
the Department of Education regarding the process for doing so. 

 
While INSPIRE will help facilitate local extracurricular and recreational activities among 
INSPIRE students and their families, the families will be responsible for providing their 
own transportation for these activities. Any parent transporting students other than their 
own children in their car to school organized events will sign appropriate waivers/release 
forms and will provide proof of liability insurance to the school. 

 
The only required school events that may require students to report somewhere other than 
their home or immediate neighborhood will be: a) special orientation sessions, and b) state 
standardized tests, which students will take at proctored locations. 

INSPIRE families who do not have ready transportation to required face-to-face events 
and cannot be accommodated through parent carpools may request transportation 
assistance from the school. INSPIRE may provide such assistance either directly, by 
arranging for a vehicle, or indirectly, through reimbursement for public or private transport 
consistent with in lieu payment pursuant to Idaho Code § 33-1503. 

 
INSPIRE proposes a budget of $2,600 to cover its first year transportation costs as defined 
under Idaho Code § 33-5208(4). This fund does not include transportation for special 
education students to IEP-required outside service providers, nor does it include 
transportation for testing, as both of these are covered in other areas of the budget. 
Experience by Connections Academy virtual schools in other states suggests that the 
modest transportation funds budgeted will be sufficient to meet transportation needs 
described in this section. 

If INSPIRE provides transportation for any special event, school administrators will assure 
that such transportation meets all applicable safety standards and bears any motor vehicle 
insurance required under Idaho law. 
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36. Outline provisions for Child Nutrition. 
 

Since students will attend INSPIRE from their homes, the school will not provide Child 
Nutrition or meal services. As a charter school, INSPIRE is not required to provide these 
services, and parents will be fully informed of this fact prior to their students' enrollment 
in the school so that they may make the best school choice for their family. 

 
For purposes of demographic documentation, however, INSPIRE will request during the 
enrollment process that families who qualify for Free or Reduced Price Meals - based on 
past eligibility for these services or current family income - so identify themselves. The 
purpose of collecting this information is to ensure that the school will be prepared to 
arrange supplemental educational resources available to students and the school based on 
incidence of poverty. These resources may range from Title J services to E-rate funding for 
school technology. Parents will be fully informed that volunteering this information will 
not entitle their family to meal service. 
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37. Include a provision that ensures a policy of Internet safety for minors that 
includes the operation of a technology protection measure with respect 
to any of its computers with Internet access that protects against access 
through such computers to visual depictions that are obscene, child 
pornography, or harmful to minors (Children's Internet Protection Act). 

 
INSPIRE facilitates access to electronic mail, groupware, and the Internet via a provided 
computer and subsidized Internet connection. As shown in the budget table on page 60, the 
Year I cost for hardware for students is projected to be $316,333, while the software cost 
(including student information system) is expected to be $312,000. 

 
As stated in the sample Parent/Learning Coach Agreement (see Exhibit G), "The Parent 
shall take full responsibility for the student's use of the Internet, and hereby hold the school 
harmless for any actions or activities resulting from the student's use." 

 
While the parent/learning coach is ultimately responsible for acceptable and safe computer 
use, the school requires that parents and students agree to follow a set of acceptable use 
guidelines. Consequently, before using the school computer to access electronic mail, 
groupware, or the Internet, all students under the age of 18 must obtain parental permission 
and must sign the Internet and Electronic Mail Acceptable Use Policy and Permission 
Farm described below and return it to the school principal. This form will be provided prior 
to a student receiving his or her computer. Students who are18 and older may sign their 
own forms. 

 
The INSPIRE Internet and Electronic Mail Acceptable Use Policy and Permission Form 
forbids the following computer or Internet activities: 

• Sending or displaying offensive messages or pictures 
• Sending or displaying racist, prejudice, or discriminatory messages or pictures 
• Using obscene language 
• Harassing, insulting, or attacking others 
• Damaging computers, computer systems, or computer networks 
• Violating copyright laws 
• Using another's password (with the exception of parents, students, or 

learning coaches assisting students) 
• Trespassing in another's folders, work, or files 
• Accessing or sending pornographic material 
• Intentionally wasting limited resources 
• Employing the computer for commercial purposes. 

 
Violation of any of the above may result in the loss of a computer as well as other 
disciplinary or legal action. 

 
The Learning Management System includes several unique and proprietary features 
designed for student safety: 



 

• Webmail: INSPIRE families do not use ISP e-mail services that subject them to 
unsafe content and spam. Rather, they use a completely enclosed mail system that 
only permits communication with other families in the school and with the school 
staff and technology support team. Parents can further restrict access by defining 
if their students can receive mail from other students. 

• Virtual library: The school provides a "virtual" library that contains pre- 
screened content that provides a variety of safe and secure educational 
resources. 

• Pre-screened links: Any lessons that contain links to outside web sites are all pre• 
screened for appropriate content. 

• Filter software: Parents are instructed on how to adjust their browser's security 
settings in order to restrict access to inappropriate content. Parents may also 
request at no charge a filtering program that also contains further safeguards 
including the ability to restrict the student's time online. 

 
However, it is important to note that students can go outside the bounds of the Learning 
Management System if permitted by their parents. The school believes that it is important 
to permit parents to make this choice because of the rich variety of material that is 
available outside the pre-screened content. Families should be warned that INSPIRE is not 
able to ensure that any inappropriate material on the Internet will not be accessible by 
students. 

 
All computers provided by the school are configured with anti-virus and anti-popup 
protection software and technical support is available to assist with its use. Parents are 
also given guidelines to assist them with selecting an Internet Service Provider 5 that 
provides 
adequate protective measures for inappropriate content. 

 
The parent will be ultimately responsible for the student's use of the Internet and for 
setting and conveying the standards that their children should follow when using media 
and information sources. To that end, the school will support and respect each family's 
right to decide how to manage access for their children. INSPIRE strongly recommends 
that student Internet time be supervised. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5 Families receive reimbursement for their ISP but are able to select their own provider. 
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38. A virtual charter school that is approved by the school district board 
of trustees must include a statement declaring if the school wishes to 
be considered an LEA for purposes of federal formula funding. 

INSPIRE is a virtual charter school that is petitioning for approval by the Idaho Charter 
School Commission rather than a school district. The school does wish to be considered an 
LEA for purposes of federal formula funding. 
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39. Tracking form signed by local board chair and stamped with 
SBOE tracking number. 

Attached as cover sheet before Table of Charter Elements. 
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40. Budget 

The following tables outline the projected balance sheet and cash flow for INSPIRE with the addition of 
alternative programming. 

 
 
 

Estimated Budget for Alternative Education 
    

School Year 19-20 20-21 21-22 
    

Alt Ed Enrollment 36 72 108 
    

Service Level (FTE)    

Life Coach/Mentor 1.0 2.0 3.0 

Academic Intervention 2.0 4.0 6.0 

Total Staff Equivalent 3.0 6.0 9.0 

Student-Staff Ratio 12 12 12 
    

Funding    

Funding for Alt Ed $298,800 $597,600 $896,400 
    

Compensation Expense    

Total Compensation (est.) $190,712 $392,866 $606,977 

---    

Reference:    

Per Pupil Funding $5,616   

Alt Ed Funding $8,300   

    

    

Other provider service costs TBD    
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Compensation Expenses for Alternative Education 

School Year  19-20 20-21 21-22  

      

Alt Ed Enrollment*  36 72 108  

      

Alt Ed Needs      

Life Coach/Mentor  1.00 2.00 3.00  

Academic Intervention  2.00 4.00 6.00  

Total  3.00 6.00 9.00  

      

Base Compensation      

 
Life Coach/Mentor 

  
$47,300 

 
$48,719 

 
$50,181 

3.00% 
Merit 

Academic Intervention  $42,800 $44,084 $45,407  

      

Compensation      

Life Coach/Mentor  $47,300 $97,438 $150,542  

Academic Intervention  $85,600 $176,336 $272,439  

Total  $132,900 $273,774 $422,981  

      

Benefits/Pension/Taxes 43.5% $57,812 $119,092 $183,997  

      

Total Compensation  $190,712 $392,866 $606,977  
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Background 
 

This Closure Protocol is aligned to Idaho statute and rule and is designed to reflect best practices for 
managing the school closure process in an organized manner that protects the state, students and the 
community. 

 
The Idaho Public Charter School Commission Closure Protocol is based on the Colorado Charter School 
Sample Closure Framework released in 2011 and publicly available at www.charterschoolquality.org. The 
Colorado Sample Closure Framework was created through the collaborative work of the Colorado 
Department of Education, the Colorado League of Charter Schools, and the Colorado Charter School 
Institute. 

 
The Colorado Charter School Sample Closure Framework incorporated information from the following 
sources: 

 
1. Accountability in Action: A Comprehensive Guide to Charter School Closure. Edited by Kim 

Wechtenhiser, Andrew Wade, and Margaret Lin. National Association of Charter School 
Authorizers (2010). 

2. Colorado Charter School Institute Closure Project Plan (2010). 
 

3. Charter Renewal. Charter Schools Institute, The State University of New York (SUNY). 
 

4. Pre‐Opening Checklist and Closing Checklist. Office of Education Innovation, Office of the Mayor, 
City of Indianapolis. 

5. 2010‐2011 Charter Renewal Guidelines. District of Columbia Public Charter School Board. 
 

During the revision process, the following additional sources were integrated into the Idaho Public Charter 
School Commission Closure Protocol: 

 
6. Navigating the Closure Process. Matthew Shaw. Authorizing Matters Issue Brief, May 2011. 

National Association of Charter School Authorizers (2011). 

http://www.charterschoolquality.org/
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Introduction 

Charter school closures happen when a school’s charter is revoked, non-renewed, or relinquished. A number of 
factors can lead to closure of the school, including poor academic performance, finances, governance, or safety 
issues. Regardless of the reasons for closure, the board of directors of the public charter school is responsible for 
managing the closure and dissolution process.2 Cooperation between the public charter school board and 
administrator, authorizer, and other state entities can allow for the facilitation of a smooth process that 
“minimize[s] disruption for students while ensuring that public funds are used appropriately.”3 

 
The closure process should begin as soon as the 
authorizer or the charter school board takes initial 
action to close the school, regardless of whether an 
appeals process has been completed or the decision 
has been finalized. This allows the school and 
authorizer to discuss the potential closure, identify a 
tentative timeline for the final decision, and work 
together to establish a closure team and clear paths 
of communication with each other, stakeholders, and 
the community. 

 
Whenever possible, the authorizer and public charter 
school should work together to ensure that the 
school is able to operate through the completion of 
the regularly-scheduled school year. Under most 
circumstances, this should allow adequate time to 
complete all closure tasks. More importantly, it 
minimizes instructional gaps for students. However, 
there are occasions when it is necessary for a school 
to close mid-year. In these cases, students’ 
educational transitions should be the highest priority. 
The school, authorizer, and other state entities must 
also identify the appropriate closure team and work 
closely together to prioritize closure tasks and 
manage their completion in as organized and efficient 
manner as possible. 

 
Though individual schools should develop closure 
plans that are tailored to their situation, resources, 
and needs, all schools should keep the following 
primary goals in mind: 

 
1. Providing educational services in accordance with 

the charter and performance certificate until the 
end of the school year, or the agreed upon date 
when instruction will stop. 

2. Reassigning students to schools that meet their 
educational needs. 

3. Addressing the school’s financial, legal and 
reporting obligations. 

 
The closure process has many tasks, which are 
illustrated in the chart below. Based on the 
circumstances surrounding the closure, not all tasks in 
this protocol may apply. When the charter school, 
authorizer, and other state entities meet at the outset 
of the closure process, they should refer to the Closure 
Protocol and identify which tasks will be required or 
necessary. During this meeting, responsible parties and 
completion dates should be agreed upon to ensure a 
transparent and smooth closure. The template that 
follows includes the basic tasks that will usually need to 
be addressed to close a school; the format allows for 
the insertion of responsible parties and task deadlines. 

 
 

Endnotes 

1 Peyser, J. and Marino, M. “Why Good Authorizers Should Close Bad 
Schools.” Accountability in Action: A Comprehensive Guide to Charter 
School Closure. National Association of Charter School Authorizers 
(2010). Pages 6 and 9. 

2 I.C. § 33-5212 

3 Shaw, M. “Navigating the Closure Process.” Authorizing Matters 
Issue Brief, May 2011. National Association of Charter School 
Authorizers (2011). Pages 2-3. 
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A Conceptual Timeline for Closure 
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Notification and Initial Steps 
 

DESCRIPTION OF REQUIRED ACTIONS ENTITIES 
INVOLVED 

INDIVIDUALS 
RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE STATUS 

Meet with PCSC and SDE staff 
Within 3 business days of the authorizer’s or school’s initial / intended closure 
decision, the charter school administrator and a representative of the school’s 
board will meet (in-person or via telephone or web conference) with staff 
representatives of the PCSC and SDE to: 

1. Review the remaining process for finalizing the closure decision as 
applicable 

2. Review the Closure Protocol and tasks and clarify critical deadlines 
3. Identify points of contact for media or community questions 
4. Draft communication to staff, families, and affected districts 

 
 
 

School, 
PCSC, 
SDE 

   

Notify Parents / Guardians of Potential Closure 
1. Within one week of the authorizer’s or school’s initial / intended closure 

decision, the charter school will send letters to enrolled families. 
Notification should include: 
• The reasons for closure. 
• If applicable, an explanation of the appeals process and likely timeline 

for a final decision. 
• Assurance that instruction will continue through the end of the 

school year or an estimation of when instruction will cease. 
• Assurance that after a final decision is reached, parents/students will 

be notified and assisted in the reassignment process. 
• Public Charter School Closure FAQ. 
• Contact information for parents/guardians with questions. 

 
 
 
 

School, 
PCSC 

   

Notify School Districts Materially Impacted 
1. Within one week of the authorizer’s or school’s initial / intended closure 

decision, the charter school will send letters to districts materially 
impacted by the closure decision. Notification should include: 
• The reasons for closure. 
• If applicable, an explanation of the appeals process and likely timeline 

for a final decision. 
• Copy of the letter sent to parents. 
• Public Charter School Closure FAQ. 
• Contact information for questions. 

 
 
 
 

School, 
PCSC 

   

Meet with Charter School Faculty and Staff 
Administrator and charter board chair meet with the faculty and staff to: 

1. Discuss reasons for closure, status of appeals process (if applicable), and 
likely timeline for a final decision. 

2. Emphasize importance of maintaining continuity of instruction through 
the end of the school year. 

3. Emphasize need to limit expenditures to necessities. 
4. Discuss plans for helping students find new schools and need for teachers 

and staff to have organized student files prepared for transfer. 
5. Identify date when last salary checks will be issued, when benefits 

terminate, and anticipated last day of work. 
6. Describe assistance, if any, that will be provided to faculty and staff to find 

new positions. 

 
 
 
 
 

School 

   

Review and Report on Finances 
1. Review budget to ensure that funds are sufficient to operate the school 

through the end of the school year, if applicable. Communicate with the 
PCSC and SDE regarding financial status and next steps. 

2. Limit expenditures to only those in the approved budget and delay 
approving expenditures that might no longer be necessary until a revised 
budget is approved. 

3. Communicate with the SDE regarding whether there are any anticipated 
changes to remaining disbursements from the state. 

 
 

School, 
PCSC, 
SDE 
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Send Additional and Final Notifications 
1. Notify parents and affected school districts in writing after key events 

(e.g., denial of an appeal) and when the closure decision is final. 
2. The letters notifying staff, parents, and other districts of the final closure 

decision should include: 
• The last day of instruction. 
• Any end-of-the-year activities that are planned to make the transition 

easier for parents and students. 
• Assistance that will be provided to families in identifying new schools. 

This may include a list of school options; application deadlines or 
open house dates for traditional public, public charter, or private 
schools; or individual meetings with families. 

• Basic information about the process for access and transfer of 
student and personnel records. 

 
 
 
 
 

School, 
PCSC 
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Develop/Monitor Implementation of the Closure Plan 
 

DESCRIPTION OF REQUIRED ACTIONS ENTITIES 
INVOLVED 

INDIVIDUALS 
RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE STATUS 

Establish Transition Team, Develop Closure Plan, and Assign Roles 
1. Contact appropriate entities to establish a transition team, including: 

• A member of the PCSC staff 
• A member of the SDE staff 
• Charter school board chair 
• Lead administrator from the charter school 
• Lead finance person from the charter school 
• Additional members as deemed appropriate 

2. Develop plan, review roles of primary entities, identify individuals 
responsible for closure tasks, and exchange contact information. 

 
 
 

School, 
PCSC, 
SDE 

   

Establish a Schedule for Meetings and Interim Status Reports 
Agree on a meeting schedule to review progress and interim, written status 
reports to include: 

1. Reassignment of students and transfer of student records. 
2. Identification of long-term storage location of student and personnel 

records; plan for access and communication to parents regarding access. 
3. Notification to entities doing business with the school. 
4. The status of the school’s finances, including outstanding expenses and 

payment of creditors and contractors. 
5. Sale, dissolution, or return of assets. 
6. Submission of all required reports and data to the authorizer and/or state. 

 
 
 
 

School 

   

Submit Final Closure Report 
Submit the completed closure Protocol document and appropriate final closure 
documents to the PCSC (see the Reporting section for more details). 

 
School 
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Finalize School Affairs: Governance and Operations 
 

DESCRIPTION OF REQUIRED ACTIONS ENTITIES 
INVOLVED 

INDIVIDUALS 
RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE STATUS 

Maintain Identifiable Location 
Maintain the school’s current location through the winding up of its affairs or 
relocate its business records and remaining assets to a location with operational 
telephone service that has voice message capability. 

 
School 

   

Protect School Assets 
Protect the school’s assets and any assets in the school that belong to others 
against theft, misappropriation and deterioration. 

1. Maintain existing insurance coverage on assets, including facility, until the 
disposal of such assets in accordance with the closure plan. 

2. Negotiate school facility insurance with entities that may take possession 
of school facility – lenders, mortgagors, bond holders, etc. 

3. Obtain or maintain appropriate security services. Action may include 
moving assets to secure storage after closure or loss of facility. 

 
 
 

School 

   

Notify Commercial Lenders / Bond Holders (if applicable) 
If the school has existing loans - Within 10 days after the final decision to close 
the charter school (after appeals process is complete), notify banks, bond 
holders, etc., of the school’s closure and projected dates for the school’s last 
payment towards its debt and if/when default will occur. 

 
 

School 

   

Terminate EMO /CMO Agreement (if applicable) 
Review the management agreement and take steps needed to terminate the 
agreement at the end of the school year or prior to the intended closure date. 

1. The management company should be asked for a final invoice and 
accounting, including an accounting of any retained school funds and the 
status of grant funds. 

2. The school and the management company should agree upon how the 
company will continue to provide educational services until the last day of 
instruction. 

The school and the management company agree when other services including 
business services will end. 

 
 
 
 

School 

   

Notify Contractors and Terminate Contracts 
1. Notify all contractors, including food service and transportation, of school 

closure. 
2. Retain records of past contracts and payments. 
3. Terminate contracts for goods and services as of the last date such goods 

or services will be needed. 

 
 

School 

   

Notify Employees and Benefit Providers 
1. Whenever possible, provide employees with formal, written notification 

of termination of employment at least 60 days before closure to include 
date of termination of all benefits in accordance with applicable law and 
regulations (i.e. WARN and COBRA) and eligibility for unemployment 
insurance pursuant to federal or state law or regulations of the Idaho 
Department of Labor. 

2. Notify benefit providers of pending termination of all employees, to 
include: 
• Medical, dental, vision plans. 
• Life insurance. 
• PERSI, 403(b), or other retirement plans 

3. Consult legal counsel as specific rules and regulations may apply to such 
programs. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

School 
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Finalize School Affairs: Governance and Operations (continued) 
 

DESCRIPTION OF REQUIRED ACTIONS ENTITIES 
INVOLVED 

INDIVIDUALS 
RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE STATUS 

Maintain and Organize Records 
1. Maintain all corporate records related to: 

• Loans, bonds, mortgages and other financing. 
• Contracts. 
• Leases. 
• Assets and their sale, redistribution, etc. 
• Grants -- records relating to federal grants must be kept in 

accordance with 34 CFR 80.42. 
• Governance (minutes, bylaws, policies). 
• Accounting/audit, taxes and tax status, etc. 
• Employees (background checks, personnel files). 
• Employee benefit programs and benefits. 
• Any other items listed in the closure plan. 

2. Determine where records will be stored after dissolution. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

School 

   

Transfer Student Records and Testing Material 
1. Ensure that all student records are organized and complete 
2. Within 10 days of receiving a records request, send student records, 

including final grades and evaluations, to the students’ parent or new 
district and/or school, including: 
• Individual Education Programs (IEPs) and all records regarding special 

education and supplemental services. 
• Student health / immunization records. 
• Attendance record. 
• Any testing materials required to be maintained by the school. 
• Student transcripts and report cards. 
• All other student records. 

3. Document the transfer of records to include: 
• Date of transfer (for each individual student file transferred). 
• Signature and printed name of the charter school representative 

releasing the records. 
• Name and contact information of the receiver’s representative. 
• The total number and percentage of general and special education 

records transferred. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
School 

   

Inventory Assets and Prepare Federal Items for Pick-up 
1. Inventory school assets, and identify items: 

• Loaned from other entities. 
• Encumbered by the terms of a contingent gift, grant or donation, or a 

security interest. 
• Belonging to the EMO/CMO, if applicable, or other contractors. 
• Purchased with federal grants or funds (i.e. Charter Start grant) 

 Items purchased with federal funds should be listed on the 
Federal Items Inventory spreadsheet provided by the PCSC. 
The list should be very detailed and complete, and items 
should not be sold or re-distributed. 

2. Return assets not belonging to school where appropriate 
documentation exists. Keep records of assets returned. 

3. Organize and pack items purchased with federal funds and arrange for 
PCSC walk-through and pick-up. 

 Boxes should be packed, closed, taped, and clearly labeled with 
name(s) and/or number(s) corresponding to the inventory. 

 PCSC walk-though must be scheduled in advance and must be 
at least 2 days prior to the scheduled move day. 

 At the time of the walk-through, all federal items must be 
prepared and distinctly separate from other school assets. If 
the school’s items are not adequately prepared for moving, the 
PCSC will delay the date for pick-up of federal items. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

School, 
PCSC 
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Finalize School Affairs: Finance 
 

DESCRIPTION OF REQUIRED ACTIONS ENTITIES 
INVOLVED 

INDIVIDUALS 
RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE STATUS 

Maintain IRS 501(c)(3) Status 
Maintain IRS 501(c)(3) status until final dissolution. Notify IRS regarding any 
address change(s) and file required tax returns and reports. 

 
School 

   

Notify Funding Sources / Charitable Partners 
Notify all funding sources, including charitable partners of school closure. Notify 
state and federal agencies overseeing grants / programs of school closure. 

 
School 

   

Review and Revise School Budget 
1. Review the school’s budget and overall financial condition. 
2. Make revisions, taking closure expenses into account closure while 

prioritizing continuity of instruction. Submit budget to PCSC and SDE. 
3. Identify acceptable use of reserve funds. 

 
School, 
PCSC, 
SDE 

   

List all Creditors and Debtors 
Formulate a list of creditors and debtors and any amounts accrued and unpaid 
with respect to such creditor or debtor. Note that the creditor list is not the same 
as the contractor list (above), but should include any contractors with whom the 
school owes money (based on a contract or invoice). 

1. Creditors include lenders, mortgage holders, bond holders, equipment 
suppliers, service providers and secured and unsecured creditors. 

2. Debtors include persons who owe the school fees or credits, any lessees or 
sub-lessees of the school, and any person holding property of the school. 

 
 
 

School 

   

Notify Debtors and Process Payments 
Contact debtors to request payment. Process and document received payments. School 

   

Determine PERSI Obligations 
Contact PERSI to determine remaining liabilities for employee retirement 
program. 

 
School 

   

Notify and Pay Creditors 
1. Notify all creditors of the school’s closure and request final invoices. 
2. Sell appropriate assets. 
3. Prioritize and pay creditors in accordance with I.C. § 33-5212(2). 

Document payments made. 

 
 

School 

   

Itemize Financials 
Review, prepare and make available the following: 

1. Fiscal year-end financial statements. 
2. Cash analysis. 
3. Bank statements for the year, investments, payables, unused checks, 

petty cash, bank accounts, and payroll reports including taxes. 
4. Collect and void all unused checks and destroy all credit and debit cards. 

Close accounts after transactions have cleared. 

 
 
 

School 

   

Close Out All State and Federal Grants 
Close out state, federal, and other grants. This includes filing any required 
expenditure reports or receipts and any required program reports, including 
disposition of grant assets. 

School, 
SDE, 
Fed 

   

Prepare Final Financial Statement 
Retain an independent accountant to prepare a final statement of the status of all 
contracts and obligations of the school and all funds owed to the school, showing: 

1. All assets and the value and location thereof. 
2. Each remaining creditor and amounts owed. 
3. Statement that all debts have been collected or that good faith efforts 

have been made to collect same. 
4. Each remaining debtor and the amounts owed. 

 
 
 

School 

   

Complete Final Financial Audit 
Complete a financial audit of the school in accordance with statute by a date to 
be determined by the authorizer. Submit final audit to the PCSC and SDE. 

School, 
PCSC, 
SDE 

   

Reconcile with State 
Reconcile state billings and payments. Reimbursement of funds previously 
disbursed to the school may be required. 

School, 
SDE 
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Finalize School Affairs: Reporting 
 

DESCRIPTION OF REQUIRED ACTIONS ENTITIES 
INVOLVED 

INDIVIDUALS 
RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE STATUS 

Prepare and Submit End-of-Year Reports 
1. Communicate with the PCSC regarding necessary end-year or annual data 

or reporting that needs to be submitted and identify deadlines. 
2. Prepare and submit annual reports to the authorizer. 

 
School, 
PCSC 

   

Prepare Final Report Cards and Student Records Notice 
Provide parents / guardians with copies of final report cards and notice of where 
student records will be sent along with contact information. 

 
School 

   

Prepare and Submit Final ISEE Report 
Within 10 days of final closure, submit a final ISEE report to the SDE. 

School, 
SDE 

   

Prepare and Submit Final Budget and Financial Reporting 
Within 120 days of final closure, submit a final budget and financial reporting, 
including final financial audit, to the SDE. 

School, 
SDE 

   

Prepare and Submit All Other Required State and Federal Reports 
1. Communicate with the SDE and the federal government to identify any 

outstanding or final reports required for federal, state, or special 
programs (special education, Title I, etc.) and confirm deadlines. 

2. Prepare and submit reports to the SDE and/or federal government. 

 
School, 
SDE 

   

Prepare and Submit Final Closure Report to the PCSC 
Submit the completed closure Protocol document and a narrative and/or 
attachments that outline the following: 

1. The name and contact information of the individual(s) with whom the 
PCSC can follow-up after closure if there are questions or issues to be 
addressed 

2. The school’s final financial status, including the final independent audit 
3. The status of the transfer and storage of student records, including: 

• The school’s total enrollment at the start of the final semester 
• The number and percentage of student records that have been 

transferred prior to closure 
• The plan for storage and access to student records after closure, 

including the signature of the person / entity that has agreed to be 
responsible for transferring records after closure 

• A copy of public communication to parents regarding how to access 
student records after closure 

4. The status of the transfer and storage of personnel records, including: 
• The school’s total number of staff at the beginning of the final 

semester 
• The number and percentage of personnel records that have been 

distributed to staff and/or new employers 
• If necessary, the plan for storage and access to personnel records 

after closure, including the signature of the person / entity that has 
agreed to be responsible for transferring records after closure 

• A copy of communication to staff regarding how to access personnel 
records after closure 

5. Additional documentation (inventories, operational info, etc.) may be 
included with the report 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

School, 
PCSC 
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Dissolution 
 

DESCRIPTION OF REQUIRED ACTIONS ENTITIES 
INVOLVED 

INDIVIDUALS 
RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE STATUS 

Dissolve the Charter School (I.C. § 30-3-110) 
1. Give appropriate notice of the meeting per Open Meeting law and statute, 

including the intention to vote on the dissolution of the corporation. 
2. The charter school board adopts a plan of dissolution indicating to whom 

the assets of the non-profit corporation will be distributed after all 
creditors have been paid. (I.C. § 33-5206(9)) 

3. Unless otherwise provided in the bylaws, the board of directors votes on 
the resolution to dissolve. A non-profit corporation is dissolved upon the 
effective date of its articles of dissolution. (I.C. § 30-3-112) 

 
 
 
 

School 

   

Notify the Secretary of State (I.C. § 30-3-112) 
1. After the resolution to dissolve is authorized, dissolve the corporation by 

delivering to the Secretary of State for filing articles of dissolution setting 
forth: 
• The name of the non-profit corporation. 
• The date dissolution was authorized. 
• A statement that dissolution was approved by sufficient vote of the 

board. 
• If approval of members was not required (commonly true for public 

charter schools), a statement to that effect and a statement that 
dissolution was approved by a sufficient vote of the board of 
directors or incorporators 

• Such additional information as the Secretary of State determines is 
necessary or appropriate. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

School 

   

Notify Known Claimants (I.C. § 30-3-114) 
Give written notice of the dissolution to known claimants after the effective date 
of the dissolution. Claimants have 120 days from the effective date of the written 
notice to submit a claim. 

 
School 

   

End Corporate Existence (I.C. § 30-3-113) 
A dissolved non-profit corporation continues its corporate existence, but may not 
carry on any activities except as is appropriate to wind up and liquidate its affairs, 
including: 

1. Preserving and protecting its assets and minimizing its liabilities. 
2. Discharging or making provision for discharging its liabilities. 
3. Disposing of its properties that will not be distributed in kind. 
4. Returning, transferring or conveying assets held by the corporation upon a 

condition requiring return, transfer or conveyance, which condition occurs 
by reason of dissolution, in accordance with such condition. 

5. Transferring, subject to any contractual or legal requirements, its assets as 
provided in or authorized by its articles of incorporation or bylaws. 

6. Doing every other act necessary to wind up and liquidate its assets and 
affairs. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

School 

   

Notify IRS 
Notify the IRS of dissolution of the education corporation and its 501(c)(3) status 
and furnish a copy to the authorizer. 

 
School 
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“If charter schools are to have any hope of transforming public education, they cannot 
settle for simply being pretty good or just above average – especially when that average is 
well below what students need to succeed in the world. From this perspective, charter 
schools need to be about excellence. Specifically, they need to prove that excellence is 
possible and achievable at scale and under difficult circumstances, even with students whom 
others may have given up on.” 

 
“All of those who embark on this perilous journey of hope deserve our deepest gratitude 
and respect for embracing this challenge with courage, persistence and good faith. But 
these virtues alone are not enough. Charter schools are not supposed to rest on good 
intentions and earnest effort; they are supposed to achieve meaningful results 
demonstrated by a sound body of evidence over the charter term. Charter schools that 
cannot deliver on that promise, either to their students or the broader public, need to be 
closed. This is the unpleasant, but imperative responsibility of authorizers.” 

 
-- James A. Peyser and Maura Marino. “Why Good Authorizers Should Close Bad Schools.”1 
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